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Owl’s Head Increases Appropriations By $6,000 Re-elects Top Officials

TO ANSEL M. HILT WHO SERVED AS

SELECTMAN FOR 27 YEARS
Warren’s town report of the
municipal year 1C53, ending March
1, 1954 is dedicated to the memory
of the late Ansel M. Hilt. A pic
ture of Mr. Hilt, and short sketch
of his life, are frontispieces of the
volume.
The tribute is fitting, since Mr.
Hilt served Warren as selectman
for 27 consecutive years, between
1919 and 1946. 18 years of that
time, as chairman of the board.
He became the dean of Warren
town officials.
On reaching his 83 milestone, in
March 19461 he refused nomination
to that office, in which he had
served so many years.
A farmer, his hobbies included
that of making a collection of
town reports, dating from 1867 to
the time of his death Sept. 20. 1953.
A native of Warren, he was born

March 16. 1863, the son of Petei
and Sevelia Skinner H.lt.
A natural with figures, he hac
served many years, as auditor for
he Warren Baptist Church, and in
the same capacity for the Warren
Telephone Company.
A long term man, in whatever
he undertook, he had served War
ren Lodge IOOF. as secretary, for
14 years. For eight, he was dis
trict deputy grand master of IOOF.
Lodges in this district, and for
five years, was district deputy
Grand Patriarch.
He had been affiliated with both
Warren Lodge. IOOF., and Mystic
Rebekah Lodge from 1895. until
last September.
Mrs. Rose Starrett Hilt, his
widow, survives him. as does a
stepson, two step grand children,
and two step great grand children.

NORTH HAVEN RAISES $50,318;

CUTS TOWN DOCTOR'S SUBSIDY AND
ALLOTS $5,000 FOR GYMNASIUM

■
Veteran tax collector and town treasurer, Herbert
Town Fathers Don Wiley, Alvig Epps and Avard Walker pay “close” attention to a
Montgomery, totals up the budget as appropriations are
made, occasionally offering a word of caution to the speech by one of the town’s more vocal citizens on the relative merits of the fire de
assembly that the “danger” point is near—or passed.
partment.

“Little Pete” Reed chose the school nurse’s dental chair
for his seat during the meeting. The contrivance is in
Knox
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North Haven, the flrst
use in the school for fluorine treatments of children’s
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town meeting, appeared to have an
i
Ira Curtis wras reappointed and Head may look forward to a rise in nearly all instances The only i
economy minded citizenry as the
authorized to obtain architects of approximately $10 per $1000 in changes being the election of Wen GRAFFAM AND ERICKSON RETIRING
WARREN WARRANT ASKS $88,420
expected heavy rise in appropria
drawings. contractors estimates 1954 taxes, as a result of last
tions did not develop.
FOR A GAIN OF $14,825 OVER '53;
and to select a site for the pro night’s town meeting at which ap X":XX',b,'cX"X!FROM ROCKPORT BOARD OF
The total amount appropriated
posed structure.
School
Committee.
Arnold
McCon

propriations
totalled
$33,467.14.
was $50,318 which was only about
SELECTMEN AFTER SEVEN YEARS
CONTESTS FOR OFFICES LOOM
Ordinances were passed to es This amount is a little over $6000 chie was elected as a member of
$2600 more than the amount raised
tablish village limits and to regu greater than that raised at the the board of trustees of the Owl’s
Two veteran Rockport select that they will seek the school
Town warrants, bearing 23 ar- selectman form, and for tow’n manat the 1953 meeting.
late the disposal of sewage and
Head School District for a term of men, Maynard Graffam and Emil committee position now’ held by ticles. to be disposed of at the an-j aSer- Stanley W. Judkins, who
1953 meeting.
Articles totalling more than $4500
garbage in that area. It was also
School costs accounted for about five years.
Erickson have announced that Harry Compton, w hot is not a can nual Warren town meeting. Mon- |went on ,he Warren pay ro11 Iast
were either reduced or passed over
made unlawful to carry loaded two-thirds of the total money
__
n
April, it w’ill be his first tow’n meetdidate for re-election. Warren
A
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so that the expected rise in tax
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firearms within that same area, raised, as the total reached a little tion after 1954 was voted. At the they will not be candidates for Barrows of Glen Cove and Lew’ day March 8, were posted Mon- ing
locally.
rate is only about three mills.
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Dietz of Rockport have both an
1955 town meeting selectmen and
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The most interesting debates of
the reduction from a recommend
year under the town manager-1
(Continued on Page Three)
bor. on which to establish a town the evening centered around the of one, tw’o and three years with Erickson were first elected to the
Barrows, 32 years of age, is
ed $4000 to $2400 of the subsidy for
landing, was accepted. This gift, articles calling for the improve only one member elected each Board of Selectmen seven years
employed at Lloyd’s Pharmacy in
a town and school physician.
Other officers re-elected were,
w’ith land already owned by the ment of facilities and equipment of year thereafter.
ago and have served continuously Rockland. He is a veteran of mittee was also elected and E.
The incumbent selectmen and
town, will provide public landing the Volunteer Fire Department. In
Carl Moran elected arf its chair Mrs. Alena Starrett. vice chair
A
committee
composed
of
Win
since
that
time.
World War II, serving in the in
assessors, Vernon Beverage. Alton
man; Willis R. Vinal, secretary;
j facilities at this popular cruising spite of some heated opposition, field Maddocks. Allan B. Borger
Bernard C. Andrew’s. 31, will be fantry in the European Theater. man.
Calderwood and John Waterman, j harbor.
and Mrs. Willis R. Vinal, treasurer.
Delegates
elected
were:
E.
Carl
and doubts expressed as to the ad son. and John Wiley was elected to a candidate for one of the select He is married to the former Ruth
were returned to office without op
Delegates named to attend the
An article to authorize the town visability of maintaining the de supervise the expenditure of ceme
Moran. Harry Fitzgerald. Joyce
men’s posts. Andrews, who lives Packard and they have two chil
position. Beverage was also elect
to construct storage space for partment. all articles relating to it tery funds.
Champlin. Christopher S. Roberts. Republican state and district con
ed to the office of road commis
at Glen Cove has not previously dren.
emergency and Red Cross equip were passed.
Elisha Pike.
Adelaide
Kaler, vention. to be held in Bangor. April
Articles dealing with town land been a candidate for office. He
sioner.
Dietz, a former correspondent
1 and 2. were. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
ment was passed over as was an
Charles
Cook,
Laforest
Thurston,
Provision was made for improv at Lucia Beach were passed over
Winona Brown and Ray M. Bev
McCluskey; and alternates, Willis
article concerning the construe ing the firehouse, and purchasing as was an article for the repair was employed by the Burpee Fu- of the Camden Herald, and a and Adah Roberts.
erage w’ere re-elected as town
Home
for
three
years
and
neral
R.
Vinal. and William Barrett.
writer,
has
been
a
resident
of
the
tion of a bandstand. The North hose in addition to providing funds of Sea View avenue and one call
Alternates: Myra Watts, D. Ro
clerk and treasurer and tax collec
New members aded to the com
area
since bert McCarty, Benjamin Bisbee,
Haven Band did, however, receive for the general operation of the ing for an appropriation for Civil is now employed at the Round Camden-Rockport
tor.
Table Foundation
1941. He has three children, all Edward Brown. Audrey Teel, John mute are Miss Doris V. Hyler,
an appropriation of $150 even if department.
Defense.
James E. Brown was elected to they did not get a bandstand.
He is married to the former attending the Rockport schools. Kelley. Albert Winchenbach. Ralph Arthur E. Starrett, Mr. and Mrs.
The meeting moved along rapid
A gift, from Myra Scammon, of
Dana H. Smith. Jr., and Lewville
the school committee to replace
Joyce Hawkins and the couple He has been active on various Smith and Frank Marsh.
Citizens of the town also voted
Pottle, Jr.\
Mary Grant. Lewis J. Haskell was to pass over a suggested appro land at Owl’s Head Village, to he ly under the direction of Modera have two sons. Andrews is a tow’n committees, including the
Members of the city committee:
used as a skating pond was ac tor Albert E. MacPhail and the 64
Others remaining on the com
elected as constable and traffic priation for Civil Defense.
World War II veteran, having recreation committee. Mr. Dietz Elisha Pike. Harry Fitzgerald, E.
cepted and $25 raised to carry out warrant articles were acted upon
mittee are, Herbert L. Kenniston.
officer.
servec in the Army.
is a graduate of the New York Carl Moran. Adah Roberts. Jane
in just a little over three hours.
the conditions of the gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Emmons.
The only part of the town orga
Two candidates have announced | University School of Journalism Crouse. Adelaide Kaler, Joyce
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. Charles Kigel,
nization where any amount of Havener Store At
Chmplin, C. S. Roberts, and D. Ro Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace.
change developed was in the board
MATINICUS BUDGET OF $4,605 WILL
Christy Adams, Harry Wilbur, bert McCarty.
Mrs. Silas Watts, Efbert L. Star
Republicans Select Cleveland
of trustees of the North Haven Rankin Block
Sleeper Jr., Bertha
rett.
Port District. Joel Wooster and Bought By Segal
PROBABLY BE COUNTY'S LOWEST IN '54 Delegates And
Young. Robert Hudson, William McCluskey Heads
George Starrett. Charles Star
William Hurd were returned to the
Koster. Mrs. Helen Bean. Mrs. Ri
rett. Ralph Miller, Harold A.
succeeded
Roland
Ames
as
road
An
expected
lack
of
candi

board and Sherman Baird, Donald
The newstand and confectionery
ta Holden, Vanessa Cowan, Kermit Warren Republican Boggs. Maurice E. Davis, David
City Committee
Stone, and Elston Beverage voted store operated at Rankin Block dates for the town offices failed commissioner.
St. Peter, James Pease, Clinton
White Mrs. Emma Norwood. Mrs.
A
new
school
committee
had
to
in as new members.
the past 25 years by C. Maynard to materialize at Matinicus plan
At a Rockland Republican cau
Gifford,
Louis
Cates.
John
M.
Cornelius Overlock.
Town
Committee
An article which called for the Havener was purchased Saturday tation and the business of the an be elected as the result of two cus last evening, delegates were
Richardson, Mrs. Dorothy Bird,
William L. Barrett, Mrs. Leroy
raising of $5000 for the eventual by Sidney Segal, operator of the nual town meeting was finished in resignations, in addition to the one
Leroy McCluskey was re-elected McCluskey Edwin K. Boggs. Mrs.
elected to the Republican conven Jerome Burrows.
member
normally
retiring.
Marie
construction of a gymnasium State News Company.
a little less than two hours last
Members of the city committee chairman of the Warren Republi Helen B. Overlock. Hamlin B.
Haines was elected to serve one tion to be held at Bangor April 1
caused the greatest controversy of
Mr. Segal said Monday he in night.
elected
were: Ward 1, Mrs. Evelyn can town committee, at the re- Bowes, and Mrs. X. X. Mallett.
Alternates were also se
the day and after being voted up tended to greatly enlarge the
W’ith the exception of
the year, Vernon Philbrook to serve and 2.
Cates;
Ward 2. Elmer Fulton; organizational meeting held Thurs Leroy McCluskey was chairman
on was brought back for recon newsstand section of the store, School Committee, nearly all offi two years and Horace Young for lected and members of the city
Ward
3,
James Pease; Ward 4. day night at the municipal build of the meeting, and Willis Vinal.
sideration near the close of the displaying the wide range of peri cers w’ere elected to serve again. a term of three years.
committee elected.
secretary.
Francis Orne; Ward 5 Osgood ing.
meeting. It was eventually voted odicals distributed by the State Clayton Young, moderator of the
A special committee was ap
Appropriations totalled $4605, an
Gilbert; Ward 6, Blaine Merrill;
News Company, and by other dis meeting, reported that practically increase of about $400 over 1933. pointed to go over and correct the Ward 7, Alden Perry.
no contests developed and that few No estimate has yet been made of ward committee list. This correc
tributors.
the influence this will have on the tion was made during the meeting.
STARTS WEDNESDAY
He intends to operate the State articles were debated.
Francis Orne served as chair- Moran Heads City
Only one position on the board of tax rate for 1954.
News Company in its presnt lo
On New Wide Screen!
The bulk of the money raised ' man of the mectinS snd P(‘rl Borcation with no changes. The for assessors needed to be filled this
Dem Committee
mer Havener store will operate year and Clayton Young was was for the support of schools, the person as secretary.
Delegates elected were: Carl
two largest items being $2450 for
the same hours as in the past, elected to succeed himself.
A caucus was held last night by
FIRST TIME IN
Esther Young was elected as support of common schools and Stilphen. Dorothy Lawry, Seth
w’ith David Beach being added to
Rockland Democrats in the grand
COlOt BY
clerk. Vernon Philbrook as trea $1280 for the tuition and board of Low. Pearl Borgerson, Helena
the staff.
Coltart. Willard Pease, Frederick jury room at the Knox County
surer and Everett Philbrook as tax high school pupils
Newcomb,
Mrs. Evelyn Cates, Court House. Elisha Pike acted as
Again Christmas vacation rolls collector.
►•••• DEAN *********
• ••
around for the kid®—putting a
In one of the few changes in the
No person with real spunk can Alan L. Bird, Frederic Bird. chairman of the caucus and Mrs.
Blaine Merrill. Osgood Gilbert, Adah Roberts as secretary.
quick end to mother’s.
town organization, Crosby Ames be classified as a good loser.
Delegates and alternated were
Francis Orne. Stuart Burgess,
Frank Harding and A. Alan elected to attend the State Demo
cratic meeting in Lewiston on
Grossman.
7
•
If You're Accustomed To The Best
W
Alternates: Samuel Collins, Jr. March 26 and 27. The city com
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ELECTRIC COMPANY IN SOUTH UNION
The Crawford Electric Company
at South Union, serving 43 cus
tomers over three miles of lines,
was sold Monday to the Central
Maine Power Company, accord
ing to Robert W. Hudson, general
manger of the Eastern Division of
the company.
The South Union company, of
which Wilbur C. Thurston is presi
dent. generated power to supply
the casket factory of Thurston
Brothers Company and at one time
served upwards of 200 customers.
1 Central Maine bought lines serving
all but 43 users in 1944.

I Crawford Electric will continue

to serve the Thurston factory.
The sale arose from a discussion
held with Crawford Electric offi
cials and the Maine Public Utili
ties Commission last summer.
Need for expanded service to
users and the prospects of exten
sive replacements of lines and
equipment led the company to sell
to Central Maine.
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New Manager Working With Farnsworth
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in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
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EDITORIAL

WE BURN THE MIDNIGHT OIL
In order to maintain its policy of giving its subscribers
all the hometown area news promptly and completely The
Courier-Gazette made its first midnight run March 1, (last
night).
Three town meetings, two of them evening affairs, and
three other important local news happenings caused thc
big news press of this paper to make its first revolution
at midn.ght and permitted all readers to have all the town
meetings and other news promptly on the day of publication.
The -addressing and mailing of over 6,000 copies, to
gether with the actual printing consumes two hours, with
14 men and women employed in that operation, the pages
being in readiness for printing at midn ght. A skeleton
crew operated two of the linotype machines through the
day. with the full crew coming on at 5 p. m.. instead of
the usual 7 a. m.
That is the story of our midnight oil and our attempt
to serve our readers well.

(\ty Manager-elect Lloyd K. Allen, above left, spent his first day Monday with City Manager
Farnsworth, right. He will work the month of March learning the ropes of the municipality with Mr.
Farnsworth before taking over officially on April 1. The two municipal management specialists .study
plans of the Rockland Municipal Airport administration building which is presently under study by the
City Council. Mr. Allen conies to Rockland from a position as manager at Old Town and was previously
manager at Stonington.
Photo by Cullen
I ridge's main diet when all else is
buried deep in snow.
Other needs of the winter part
ridge is fine sharp grit for his
gizzard, which becomes eroded
from the granite and is washed
into cup holes at the foot of each
roiling ledge; and with a little
searching, ?. good smart partridge
can uncover box and partridge
berry vines still holding onto its
late fall fruit.
When I first came to live in
South Thomaston I used to go into
this area during the deep snows
of February to see the huge Bos
ton ferns which grow wild here.
All through this valley and well
up on the southern slopes, its
roots firmly fastend close to some
£>Y H.W4LP0 TYl£R
small spring hole which never
.
. zi
freezes, are scores of these ferns
whose leaves often protrude through
J
the snow—a perpetually green and
Friday, Feb. 19: And what a day! pleasant memories of returning refreshing example of the deterWhy, even the smell of its early spring: Yes, a whole season of days mination to live.
It was on one ot these trips that
morning air at a crisp 30 degrees'jsuch “ this * “Just around the
seemed' to have the odor of some ;corner" for you and for me'
I came upon the colony of -part
ridge who choose to live here, and
nameless ingredient that dispels [
Let's Go Somewhere
the memories of winter’s chills.
j We have been denied much of I expect there will always be such
Perhaps you didn't get outside to winter’s charm by the lack of snow a colony ir. that area.
breathe deeply and look into its about this area, but there is plenty
While we are out here today
cloudless east as the sun was rls- in these last days before spring to ' let's take a look at the partridge
Ing.
make a few interesting trips just' tracks which criss-cross a small
Perhaps you figured it was just beyond the fringe of settled com- i open area surrounded by sheltering
another day of monotonous routine munities and well traveled roads. : conifers. Likely as not each bird
whose sunset would find you weary
Let's see what the partridges have has a favorite roosting place not
and irritable with the usual assort been doing.
far from here
ment of cares and worries.
South of my home and perhaps a I The trails in the fast settling
If you did you were hardly try pleasant mile into the woods I snow are aimless and meandering
ing to get off to a good start Why,, xnow 0( a p]ace where for years the and of lacelike daintiness.
usually just one good deep “whiff" partridges have enjoyed almost
At the top of this rounded rock
of the sunlit morning air on a day primitive liberty in spite of the fact
is a perfect track just recently
like this can change the whole that the man made noises of in
made.
complexion of the hours that are dustry and traffic often penetrate
Tnis bird was fully mature and
to follow, but you've got to try and into its quietness.
heavy. A!ong the inside of each
radiate a little sunshine of your
In summer and during the hunt toe you will see the snowshoe?
own along the way.
ing season they are rarely seen in which support the bird nicely in
I can't imagine an habitual “old that area, but for the rigors of win
sour-puss" getting anything out of ter it has just about everything a the lightest of snow, even when lie
hurries.
spring sunrise. Likely as not he's partridge could ask for.
The design of this snowshoe is
very careful of how he spends his
This area may be a mile long,
dollars. Yet day after day he and a half mile wide and is mere- most beautiful and complex, for
wastes those glorious moments of j ly a rid?e which rlses t0 the west. each tiny flexible scale which
pausing to revel in what nature ward from the upper reaches of grows at right angles to the toe is
ever so slightly overlapping and
provides for us all.
Stanton brook.
leaves the print of a tiny rounded
Some day before long, perhaps
Along its slopes and over its part
at toe edge of your
own ly wooded top are huge croppings feather with an embroidered edge
I once wrote to Alton Hall Biack
garden you'll hear a soft and ques of solid granite ledge, some bare
tioning greeting and see a flutter and some covered with intricate ington to tell him that the devel
of brilliance drop gently into your patterns of various moss ard opment of this snowshoe in fall
leafless shrubbery.
birds was an indication of expect
lichens.
Don't tell me you will turn your
Beneath these ledges are nu ed winter snows.
back and ignore the significance of
Was my face red when I learned
merous small rills of clear, cold,
this gentle little visitor's welcome
spring water and the whole area that the par'ridge of our snowless
call. It is the first bluebird.
abounds with natural beauty as states also grow the snowshoes
There are lots of these precious
one could imagine existed here 100 during winter months.
rtioments just ahead—the early
From following these tracks we
years ago.
snowdrops, the chant of the mi
decide
that these birds were all
Other reasons why the partridge
grant goose, full spring tides with
searching for the same type of
use
it
most
in
winter
is
its
seclu

the rich odor of seaweed in every
food—probably some low growing
wave, the first crocus, the bobolink's sion and that its slopes hold thick bud of a select flavor.
ly
growing
conifers
for
roosting
exultant song, the first night-crawl
My experience with partridge
er, resplendant sunsets. The cho and shelter.
Where cutting has been done makes me believe that he's a "onerus of spring peepers, a trout in a
diet” fellow in winter. He makes
roily pool.
| there are small areas of young
drives on certain feed and then
Such priceless moments have springing up. into which the sur
switches abruptly to something
will
penetrate
by
mid-morning
and
made the winters shorter by their
else
and ignores all others.
a partridge might huddle to dry
They are particularly fond of
the dampness from his feathers or
seeds, grains and fruits with little
take a brief sunbath.
In exposed places where some choice whether they be fresh, dry,
Francis L Tillson
soil clings between the ledges are over-ripe or frozen.
Certain individuals have a yen
the bushes of huckle and blue
CARPENTER
berries. around which some with for the fermented fruits of late
ered or frozen fruit can most al fall and in their “one-item-at-aand BUILDER
ways be scratched up; and down time" diet, will stuff their crops
in the wide valley where the brook with fermented wild berries, get
has chosen a crooked course themselves into a "glorious binge"
THOMASTON, MAINE
around boulders, beneath roots ar.d go out and fly headlong into
and between trees, stand the huge trees, cars, buildings or anything
TEL 178-4
‘hat gets in their way. This usual
102-T8sS-tf yellow birch and rugged alders ly results in a broken neck
whose buds can become the partFrom the tracks w.e Judge there
are a dozen partridge in the two
square mile area at least, although
we have not flushed a single one.
H, M. PAYSON & CO
From the standpoint of future
partridge welfare we hope they
Investment Bankers
are preponderantly females; for
each female will build a nest and
Established 1854
bring off a clutch of chicks alone,
while her fine looking and very
Member Boston Stock Exchange
vkin husband struts care-free over
ON WEDNESDAYS
93 EXCHANGE STREET
the countrywide showing his beau
PORTLAND, MAINE
HOTEL KNOX. THOMASTON
tiful feathers to all who wUl look.
ROGER B. KAY
or even sitting on a log and drum
ming in hopes of attracting just

SECURITY REGULATIONS TOO LAX
The sheer lunacy of the shocking wholesale attempted
assassinations in the House of Representatives in Wash
ington yesterday was by no means confined to thc fanatics
who did thc shooting in an ill-advised gesture in behalf of
Puerto Rican freedom.
The inexcusable laxity which allowed this group of
heavily armed criminals to enter the public galleries un
challenged was lunacy of the purest ray serene.
Everyday procedure in many munition plants and penal
institutions is to subject all comers to an electric eye which
instantly sounds its warning at the presence of any small
lethal weapon, let alone the heavy Lugers used by the
would-be assassins.
The imbecilh softness which placed the Legislators dur
ing the performance of their duties in mortal danger must
not be tolerated another instant.

AN ASSET TO THE COMMUNITY
A Knox County organization giving much to the com
munity and asking little, doing a valiant work in the field
of culture ana social development, unheralded and unsung,
is the Knox Theatre Guild.
The present rebirth is the third reorganization of
the group, and is meeting with excellent success. It is In
corporated as an eleemosynary institution with the avowed
purpose of "giving the people of Knox County both a
chance to see plays and to practice the crafts of the stage.”
Each production is sponsored by' some worthwhile com
munity group which devotes the proceeds to its work. A
small portion of the income is taken at times by the Guild
and assigned to its immediate needs, such as lighting
equipment and flats for sets In addition, a modest fpe is
charged each of the 60 men and women who are presently
members.
The unhappy debacle of the Camden Hills Theatre
lays a heavy responsibility on the Guild, for it is now the
chief vehicle of keeping hfive in this area the skills of the
Theatre and the unquestioned cultural aspects of the par
ticipation in and the viewing of good plays.
The Guild has an informal operating code with no set
rules. It encourages all interested to participate, with
all its meetings and tryouts open. It is on the lookout for
proper sponsors, and performs without pay following weeks
of preparation and rehearsals.
The Knox Theatre Guild is an asset to the Community.

A LOWERED TAX RATE FOR ROCKLAND
Information has reached us from varied sources that
tax payers of Rockland may find themselves with a sharply
lowered tax rate in a matter of months. A compensating
increase in the valuation of ail properties would, in the
nature of things, be made so that the income of the City
would remain unchanged, and by the same token, the ac
tual amount of money paid by each taxpayer be the same.
A scientifically correct valuation of every piece of pro
perty in the rity was made by a firm of experts a few
years ago with values as of the 1940 dollar. The new total
valuation of Rockland under that survey was so much high
er than it had previously been rated that it was decided to
assess taxes on the basis of 60G of this real value in fair
ness to all. A shrinkage of the value of the dollar was
to be expected after that inflationary period, but it never
came and prices have leveled off at that point As a
result all reai estate valuations for tax purposes are low',
(only 60% of the actual value)—and of necessity that tax
rate has skyrocketed to 60 mills.
In thc minds of thc City Fathers and many students of
City affairs it would be far wiser to use actual valuation of
all property and thus-drop the rate to a much lower figure,
say 36 mills, instead of thc present 60. the actual tax in
dollars paid to the City being the same amount.
For example, a man's property is valued at $4,000. The
tax of 60 mills is levied on 60 percent of that actual valua
tion. or $2,400. Sixty mills on $2,400 means $144 cash tax.
Under thc proposed more realistic and simple plan,
the actual value of $4,000. is used as a tax basis, and
in order for the City to get the $144. it must have from
that piece of property, the rate paid is 36 mills.

The Rockland city dump at the head of Park Street claimed its third vehicle in a year, Sunday
evening. A two ton, 1951 Ford dump truck belonging to Carl Perry of Warren went over the brink to
bflrn and become a total loss. Perry, a Warren poultryman, valued the unit at $2,100. He said that he
had dumped a load of waste from his plant when he saw smoke about the engine. Jumping out of the cab
to check the blaze under the hood is probably all that saved his going over with the truck. He said that
he lifted up the hood of the truek and as he ran to the truck cab to get a fire extinguisher, the heavy
vehicle slid backward and toppled 40 feet into the quarry. A-heavy duty bulldozer was uaed Monday to
pull the wreckage of the truek from the quarry where It had re.sted on a muss of rubbish and was expected
to slip beneath the water anytime.
Photo by Cullen

the Sports Corner
,

Men, Women
And Guns Starred

Jerry Audet

Teams from the Knox-Lincoln
area did not fare so well at the 3-Way Match
Western Maine Class M and S
Men. women, and guns just about
Tournament held last Thursday.
filled the Rockland Rifle Club
Friday and Saturday in the spa
cious Lewiston Armory.
In tho preliminaries which were uriklloped Greeley in their semi
I
held on Thursday. Four or 25^ final tilt 64-29.
Boothbay Harbor, with ace Dave
of the number of competing teams
were from the Coastal Area, name Abbott sti’l hampered by a slight
ly Thomaston and Boothbay Har sprain in his right shoulder went
bor in the M class and Union and i down to defeat at the hands of
Rockport in Class S. Came the South Paris 54-37.
And with the defeat of Boothbay
semifinals on Friday and the rep
resentative percentage had dwin in the last game to be held on
Thursday, went the last hopes of a
dled to zero.
The closest that any of the four champion from the Coastal Area.
teams came was tho 50 42 de Fans arc now looking towards
feat of Rockport at the hands of next year when Thomaston and
Kingfield. The lone consolation Rockport will be fielding virtually
here is that next year tho Beavers the same outfits as this year, and
will floor the same first 10 with the it must bo remembered that in ‘55’
these teams will have had tourney
exception of one man.
experience, always a big helpFor comparison of scores, thi:;
same Kingfield five lost the next ing fnct°l
Total
911
Coaches Desire
day to Porter. 54-42 who in turn
In
talking
with
different
coaches
Lincoln
County
lost io Standish in tho finals 63-3S.
Pr Oh Total
Our other Class S. delegate., from tho Knox-Lincoln area, all
100
190
Union, ran smack into tho eventual aeems
^e in agreement that Winston Banks
100
188
champion. Standish, in the first one solution towards improving Irving Merry
100
187
round and proved to be no com-lcoas^a^ basketball would be the Bob Batteese
addition of a Junior Varsity Edward Pierce
100
187
petition as they lost out ’4-45.
Cecil Kittall
100
187
That old adage about a small schedule.
court being a hlnderance to a
The situation is the same in
team once it gets away from their j most of the schools in this area in Total
939
chummy confines proved to be that a bov must sit on the bench
Rockland
Thomaston’s undoing in their 20, and gain no experience until the
Pr Oh Total
point loss, 74-54. to Greeley In time comes when he might prove Larry Mills
100
91
181
stitute in the preliminary rounds. useful to the varsity.
91
Don Huntley
99
190
An all-court lhan-to-man defense
The ideal setup would have the Wilson Carter
100
89
189
which was new to this Thomaston girls playing after school with the Don Brown
100
99
189
quintet was the chief factor lead J. V.’s playing the prelim to the Allen Dart
99
87
186
ing to the Greeley victory
varsity. The desire to watch girls
Before they knew what was hap
(Continued on Page Five*
Total
945
pening and finally scored their
first basket. Clyde Hatch's boys
were behind by 12 points.
An all out effort was needed for
w
the Prisontowners to stay with <y \y xy \y \y
Greeley for the rest of the half,
which found Thomaston trailing <7now
36-21.
Giving it all they had in the
USED CARS!
third period, Thomaston closed the
gap to four points. 54-41. but this
USED RIGHT!
final splurge made them sitting
ducks, and Greeley proceeded to
PRICED RIGHT!
romp.
'53 DESOTO FIREDOME SEDAN
Wilton, the eventual M. winner

y\ y\ y\
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53 NYMOUTH

f

'52 DESOTO POWERMASTER 6 SEDAN
'52 PLYMOUTH CLUB COUPE

\

'52 DESOTO FIREDOME SEDAN
'51 PLYMOUTH TUDOR

♦ * ♦ ♦

When a new firm considers coming to a city the high
tax rate Of 60 mills may scare it away, though consideration
of the low valuation would show that the high rate was
not real.
With the rate a realistic 36 mills thc first disastrous
impression would be avoided, and the newcomers would
see that the tax was assessed on actual valuation, though
thc amount of money paid in taxes on the high and low mill
rates would be indentical.
It is frankly our belief that Rockland's industrial pic
ture would be far happier if the low rate werc assessed
on the actual value of all properties in thc City.

rooms to overflowing, Friday night
as 29 shooters representing Brooks,
Lincoln County and Rockland, shot
in a shoulder to shoulder matches.
Larry Mills on the Rockland
team, shooting postals for the first
time this year, topped all scores
with his 19.1 Wilson Carter was
the last man to shoot, and his
score decided the six point win
for Rockland over the Lincoln
County score.
When individual scores are
are identical, position on the team
is decided by x's; there being
3—187’s for Lincoln County and
2—189 s for Rockland.
Five high shooters for each team
were:
Brooks
Pr Oh Total
100
87
187
Ept Small
Dick McGray
99
87
186
Al Littlefield
82
182
100
99
82
Owen Paul
181
Cecil Pattee
94
81
175

LOANS

f
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The cash you need to
get a FRESH START I

J

'47 FORD SEDAN
'47 DESOTO SEDAN

z\

'44 OLDSMOBILE SEDAN
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Pick Your Owa Payments
24 Mo. Plan

$20.79
44.32
59.51

$.........

one more female for his harem.
30.60
me that a partridge who drums
40.77
My observations seem to indicato out of season is looking for a fight.
Above payment* cover everything I
that this drumming, so long at
This seems logical, for all polyga
leant of ether omounh, or for other
periedt, ore in proportion.
(**• )
tributed to the good intentions of mous males are known to '"'scrap,”
finding a mate, is fast becoming but the arum of a male partridge
► Now employed men and women
a "racket,” with the late genera whenever it is heard will turn the
— married or single — can get a
fresh start from piled up bills with
tions of partridge.
_/
head of the most attentive mother.
• loan from fotAvnol Phone, write,
It's a rare sight, it's a rcniantic deep in the business of rearing a
or come in today!
r~ "
"“1
gesture, it's an appealing sound i family.
team $2S 7. $1500
Bmz/W
across the silent forests and pasMaybe she’s Just telling her
tures, but when a care-free and chicks, "It’s only your daddy ahowleiwnol fi
Immaculately dressed male part.- ing off."—
ridge gets up in the morning with
6on.eday I will tell you how the
a half dozen families of peeping partridge sleeps beneath the snow,
chicles scattered over the country- It's an interesting story, but they
side at that very moment, hops can't do it on winters like this,
onto a log and sends out his fin-____________
YES MANacar
The wise man takes good care of
Mt and most appealing drum—that
A a rmann
miSwh at
d all uirraaaai
Mirraaa4.ii, Warn
a
laaai m
hmm
Ucaaw
to.. IS
Swat laaa batata U
cotm to
PEU'tridge is a philandering “wolf.” the preaent and trades it ln on a |
tri
Warden Bill Snow uaed to tell better future
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Smooth Working

FORTY-FOURTH ANNIVERSARY OF

Rockland Squads

SCOUTING FITTINGLY OBSERVED

In Easy Wins

BY CUB PACK 206

Pega Three

Davis, Jones And Cash Win Commencement
Honors At Rockport High School

The committee in charge of
birthday festivities at The Cou The Rockland Tigers wound
The 44th anniversary of Scout
A flag ceremony was conducted
[Social and crynmunity events rier-Gazette plant made special ar their season up in a winning ing was celebrated by Cub Pack by Brian McMahon and Richard
are solicited for this calendar. All rangements yesterday
206 with a Blue & Gold banquet Warner.
honoring
The Cubmaster. Rev.
are free and space here cannot be Ken Morang whose natal day is fashion by posting an easy 63-37 on Friday evening, at the Con Charles R. Monteith, introduced
verdict over their Alumni in a
purchased.
Strictly commercial I
gregational Church. This was at next month’s theme. He presented
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can March 1.
game played at the Community
tended by 128 cub scouts and their Bob Cat pins, membership cards
not be accepted The decision of
Build'ng Friday night.
the editor is final.!
families. Special guests included and insignia to: David Knowlton,
ing and the case was set for the
In the preliminary the Rockland Scout Executive and Mrs. Clinton II. Paul Spaulding. Stanley and
March 3—■Past Noble Grands' Night May term of Superior Court. Bar
co-ed3 decisioned the Alumnae to Rose, of Portland; District Chair Kenneth Elliott, and Robert French
at Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
ter claimed to have been waiting the score of 52-39.
March 3—-Ash Wednesday. Lent
man and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Jr., with the co-operation of their par
for a ride home when picked up
begins.
Thanks to the scoring efforts of Glen Cove; Scoutmaster of ents. Assistant Cubmaster Theo
by
Rockland
Police
early
Sunday
March 3—iLsfiyette Aux. No. 18
of Bob Gardiner and Billy Hoch, Troop 206, E. K. Jones; and Mr dore Andrus presented the follow
will meet at Odd Fellows Hall.
morning.
the Alumni jumped right off to a and Mrs. William Butler, and sons ing awards: Wolf to Gerry An
March 4—Theta Rho Girls Club
• • • •
at Odd Fellows Hall.
Leland Boggs, Jr., of Waldoboro, 10 8 lead at the end of the first William, Jr., and Bryan. William. derson; Bear to Dennis Halligan,
March 4—Emblem Club meets at
Jr., being a candidate for member and Charles Bicknell, III; Arrows
pleaded guilty to operating an ou- quarter.
Eks Home, Annual Meeting.
to Anderson, Halligan, Bicknell and
During the second period, Dave ship.
tomobile
without
a
muffler
and
was
March 5 — Interdenominational
A covered dish supper was Joseph Nelson. The Webelos and
World Day of Prayer Service at fined $10. The charge was brought Deshon started hitting from all
Littlefield Memorial Church.
byp State Trooper Harvey Childs over for the undergrads, and by served by the following committee: graduation ceremony was conduct
March 8—Temperance Day in the who stated that Boggs had re the half the high schoolers were Mrs. Charles R. Monteith, Mrs. ed by the cubmaster for Robert
Schools.
James Skinner, Mrs. Richmond K Murgita and he was welcomed into
ahead 29-16.
March 9—Joint Meeting of Rock ceived several warnings.
The Alumni refound themselves Stratton, Mrs. Austin Nelson, Mrs Troop 206 by the Scoutmaster E.
land Federated Women’s Clubs
at Farnsworth Museum.
Only a live wire has the ability in the thrid period and managed William Karl and Mrs. Clyde War K. Jones. Year pins were pre
Carol A. Jones
Alden A. Davis
Richard Cash
ner. Table decorations had been sented: for 2 years. Dennis Skin
March 14-20—New England Spring to make the usual unusual.
to nibble a couple of points off
made by the cub scouts as part of ner. John Stratton and Richard
Flower Show, Mechanics Build
carnival.
The three high honor parts in
matic Club,
During her junior
from
the
Tiger's advantage, their activcity program during the
ing. Boston.
Warner; for one year. John MathAlden is at present a junior as year, she served on the carnival
The city slicker never puts off 42-31.
the senior class at Rockport High
March 19—Methebesec Club meets
month. Birthday cakes, made by ieson.
sistant Scoutmaster of Troop 214 committee and also on the staff
until tommorow a shady deal he can
Rockland (63) Deshon If, 15 (5); cub mothers, graced each table.
at Farnsworth Museum.
Scout Executive Rose brought School were announced by Prin and has attained the highest rat of the school yearbook the “Tat
April 1—Comdr. Donald B. MacMil put over today.
Finley If; Kenniston rf, 1; Smith The invocation was given by Rev. greetings from Pine Tree Council cipal Frederick Richards.
First ing possible in Scouting, the
lan to lecture at Community
tler.”
1 (1); Wotten rf; Hooper rf, 5 Charles R. Monteith. Group sing and spoke briefly. A group of 12 honors for the highest scholastic
Building, auspices the Rockland
BORN
Eagle badge.
He was recently
She has been enrolled in the col
Teachers' Association.
Sandberg—At Spokane. Wash., (2); Oxton c; Gardiner lg; W. ing was led by Henry X, Jackson, dads were in charge of “Operation average during the four years, named first alternate for an Anna lege preparatory program during
April 1-2—Republican State and Feb. 22. to Mr? and Mrs. Derwent Flanagan rg, 4 (1); Hanley rg, 1; with Mrs. Jackson at the piano.
Clean-Up”.
went to Alden A. Davis, second polis appointment in 1954.
her high school course.
District Conventions in Bangor. D. Sandberg (granddaughter of Coakley rg.
April 2—Methebesec Club meets Emma Sidelinger Barter and the
honors to Carol A. Jones, and third
Carol Jones, recipient of second
The third honor student is Rich
Alumni (37) Bird If; Avies If;
with Mrs. Charles Whitmore, late Fred M. Barter of Gienmere),
honors to Richard Cash.
honors, is the daughter of Mr. and ard Cash, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
IMPORTANT
MEETING
AT
2.30
Robarts
rf,
2;
Teel
rf,
1;
Annis
294 Broadway.
a son- Bel Gary.
Davis, the top honor student, is Mrs. O. Bernard Jones of Beech Gordon P. Cash of Camden street,
April 2—Fifth Annual State of
('had wick—At
Knox Hospital. rf, 2; Johnson c, 1; McIntosh c;
the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Philip street, Rockport. She has held a Rockport.
THIS
AFTERNOON
FOR
ALL
Maine Future Apprentice Com Feb. 27 ,to Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Gardiner lg. 4; B. Hooper lg,
Davis of West' Rockport. He has number of offices in school orga
petition. State House. Augusta. Chadwick of Tenant's Harbor, a
Cash has been active in athlet
1; Hock rg, 6 (1); Copeland rg. RED CROSS WORKERS
April 5—Farm and Home Week son.
been particularly active in affairs nizations, serving as class treas ics, playing basketball three yeara
opening at University ot Maine,
1.
Stanley—At Knox Hospital. Feb.
Frederic H. Bird, Fund Drive I canvass, so please make contri of the school and in Scouting and urer, class vice president and is and baseball during all four years.
Orono.
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
Referee: Flanagan.
church activities
outside the this year president of the senior He has held class offices a num
July 6-Aug
13 — Summer Study Stanley, a daughter
Chairman
for Red Cross, an butions to the workers when they
But in the last period with the
school.
class. She has also served as ber of times, serving as secretary,
Session, University of Maine,
high schoolers looking their sea nounces the apppointment of ; call at the homes.
Orono.
A student of the college prepara president of the student council.
vice president, and president of
MARRIED
Allan
J.
Murray
as
Chairman
of
All
workers,
chairmen,
and
July 9-10—Maine Broiler Day Fes
Whitney-Bisbee—At
Rockland, sonal best, the game was quickly
tory course, he has been a member
She was recently selected as the his class.
tival. Belfast.
Feb. 27, Earl Sherwood Whitney turned into no contest with the Ti the Rockland business district. I others interested in Red Cross of Dramatic Club, Library Club, D.A.R. Good Citizen candidate
In addition, he served for two
Mr. Murray, local representative are urged to attend the County
of Rockport and Miss Patricia gers finally winning 63-37.
Athletic Association, and Future from Rockport.
years
on the student council. Last
Ann Bisbee of Rockland—by Rev.
THE WEATHER
Deshon hit for 35 points and of the State Mutual Life Insur meeting this afternoon in the Teachers of America.
In addition to playing on the year he served on both the carni
James Dagino.
ance
Co.,
is
well
known
locally,
Thorndike
Hotel
Mural
Room
at
The wet fog of yesterday has
Crowell-Lord—At Rockland. Feb. Hoch for 13 to lead their respective
During his Junior year he was girls’ basketball team during all val committee .and on the staff of
having retired from the Central 2.30, when Miss Ellen Jones. ARC
made its threatened change to 28. Cpl. Glenville Millard Crowell teams.
editor-in-chief of the school year four years in high school, she has the school yearbook. He has fol
rain and a slashing spring storm of Martinsburg, West Va., and
Celia Crie had 22 points and Maine Power Co. three years ago, Field Representative, will speak book as well as business manager been an active member of Future lowed the program of the general
is in progress with strong winds Miss Shirlene Mary Lord of Rock Midge Grispi 21 for high point to where he had been office mana on Red Cross in Disaster, and of the “Seaside Wonderland,” Teachers of America, the Library
course during his four years ln
roaring in from the sea. Clearing land—by Rev. James W. Dagino. tals for the high school girls while ger. Appointed to the Special Emerson Zeitler, member of the
Rockport High School’s annual Club, the Glee Club, and the Dra- I high school.
Thompson-Burch — At
Spruce
is promised for tonight, with mild Head. Feb. 28, John Thompson III. Gloria Witham equaled Grispi’s Gifts Committee are H. P. Blod National Board of Governors of
gett and Elmor Davis. L. E. Red Cross, will speak on his ex
temperatures.
of Friendship and Miss Adonna output, 21, to lead the Alumnae.
May Burch of Spruce Head.—by
Jones will again head the Indus periences as a Red Cross Volun MAIL SERVICE IN FRIENDSHIP AREA- the situation was surveyed, 50%
Rev. Alfred J. Wilson.
or more of the persons did not ob
teer. The film Red Cross Report
trial Committee.
Beverage-Sic—At New York City Warren Warrant
Municipal Court
ject to RFD service. Possibly
I
for
1954
will
be
shown
and
re

There
will
be
no
solicitation
for
SOME
ERRONEOUS
STATEMENTS
Jan. 30. Pvt. Lowell P. Beverage,
misunderstandings
have made
freshments
will
be
served
by
the
Jr.
and
Hortense
Sic
of
New
York
Red
Cross
Funds
in
any
industry
In Rockland Municipal Court
(Continued From Page One)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Office be discontinued at any time, them “angered almost to a man?”
in the county. Emphasis is being Gray Ladies of Knox County
Monday morning Arnold Wads City.
rollment is expected to hit a total
Hilliard Spear,
Warren, March 1, ‘54 residents could still receive their
Chapter.
worth of 111 Pleasant Street. Rock
DIED
of 270 pupils in the elementary placed on the house-to-house
mail addressed to that office,
Postmaster,
Warren.
I
noted
with
interest
the
letter
land, was found guilty on two
McClaine—At Rockport. Feb. 27, grades, next September, This is
in Saturday’s Courier regarding! which would automatically come
charges of molestation, a charge Earl L. McClaine. age 52 years, 9 an increase of about 25 per cent in
the “so-called’’ curtailed mail} to the Warren office, if service was Former Mayors
of lascivious speech and be months, 26 days.
Bar Harbor Ferry Pact Delivered
eight years, for enrollment in Sep
being rendered by that office.
Davis
—
At
Vinalhaven,
Feb.
23.
service in the Friendship area. It I
havior and a charge of indecent ex
Stuart Davis, Sr., age 49 years. tember 1946, was 154. The number
(This is at present being done with
posure.
is
regretted
that
any
area
has
to
■
On Centennial
Funeral was held Friday from the of teachers will have increased
South Union mail, as that office
have changes, or lose something
On the charge of indecent ex Headley Funeral Home. R. v. W. from four to eight in the same
was discontinued last Spring, with Committee
posure which brought about his S. Stackhouse officiated. Inter period.
they have been accustomed to over
mail to Warren.
arrest Saturday evening, he was ment in Ocean View Cemetery,
a
long
period
of
time.
Times
This increase, not expected un
The City Council met last eve
Vinalhaven.
It is probably true that the War
sentenced to serve three months
change, and so does the mail serv
til 1956 or J957, will make it neces
ning
to appoint a Centennial Com
in the Knox County jail. He was
ice. Possibly some changes do ren RFD driver would get $10000
( ARD OF TIIANKS
sary to hire the eighth teacher,
mittee to formulate plans for the
more
but
how
many
times
that
given 30 days on the charge of,
I wish to thank all those kind and to provide the eighth class
not at the time seem to be for the
celebration of Rockland’s centen
lascivious speech and behavior, friends who so thoughtfully re room.
best interests of everyone con does existing service cost the Gov
membered
me
with
cards,
mes

ernment? If figures are to be nial early in the summer.
and concurrent sentences of 30
cerned,
but
they
are
planned
by
At present, there are seven
sages, calls and gifts on my 84th
Lloyd K. Allen newly appointed
days each on the molestation birthday. Each and every one rooms and seven teachers in the
people who are hired to do profes printed, the whole truth should be
given, in order to properly evalu city manager who is working with
charges.
was deeply appreciated.
sional work in this line.
grades.
retiring Manager Frederick D.
Mrs. Josephine Tabbutt,
Four local women appeared in
I do not like to criticize “for or ate the situation. One side of a
Of the three possible solutions
Thomaston, Maine.
26-lt
Frnsworth during the month of
court to testify that they had been
■■■
against” any proposed plans, as I story never did make anything
to this housing problem, the school
March was present at the meeting.
right!
followed by Wadsworth and that
CARD OF THANKS
am
hired
only
to
take
orders.
I
do
committee recommends that a
Appointed to the committee were
on two oeasions he had made
I wish to thank my friends for classroom be finished in one-half
It is positively absurd to say
wish, however, to explain several
lewd advances. Two minors who the many beautiful cards. Ivy of the basement in the 1949 ad
that the Warren Postmaster would five former mayors of the city and
points
on
which
apparently
there)
did not appear in court, had earlier Chapter, No. 16. O.E.S. for the re dition of the grade school building.
be able to ask for more salary and three other active citizens. Former
exists a misunderstanding.
membrance, Dorcas Circle of
mayor Edward R. Veazie was
identified Wadsworth as the man King’s Daughters and Brotherhood By construction of a partition and
It was reported in the letter that clerk hire. Stamp sales would
named as chairman of the commit
who exposed himself to them. of the Congregational Church for installation of lights and heat
20 miles would be added to Warren have to increase $8000 to give the
tee.
The identification was made at the baskets of fruit and my neigh there, an acceptable room could
RFD 2. Actual
measurement} postmaster $100 increase per an
bors for their help and kindness,
police headquarters.
Also named to the group were
showed 15 miles to be added. In-! num, and this is quite a few times
while I have been recovering from be made. The estimated cost for
Wadsworth was convicted of in my recent accident.
ex-mayors
Edwin L. Brown, Lathe conversion to the classroom is
ft: 'Wlfetstead of RFD Z being “already: more than any possible gain from
decent exposure in Belfast in May
forest Thurston, Carleton F. Snow,
Marcellus P. Orne,
set at $1,000.
long” it is about as short as any} adding 15 miles ot RFD route. The
of 1951 and given a 60 day sen
Warren, Maine.
26*lt
and Aibert C. McLoon, in addition
School Superintendent Earle M.
RFD in the state, being only 21.95 Warren office absorbed the work
Kenneth Baird, Canadian National Attorney at Portland, Maine (second
tence on the charge at that time.
to John M. Richardson, Paul Hu
Spear
points
out
in
his
report
to
miles at present. With the 15 mile ! of the South Warren and South
IN MEMORIAM
from left), is shown delivering an agreement for the construction of a
The four incidents on which lie
In loving memory oi my wife. the town, that the between $300 $1,000,000 terminal at Bar Harbor for the Maine-Nova Scotia CNR Ferry addition, the route would be only j Union Post Offices without adding ber and Osgood Gilbert.
waa convicted Monday had occured Hattie E. Perry.
and $400 a year expended in trans which goes into operation in 1955, to State Executive Councilor Leon M.
any additional clerk hire, and
The man who breaks the law
between last August and the Deep in my heart your memory is portation for hot lunch, from the Sanborn (right), representing Governor Burton M. Cross. Looking on 37 miles, which is still well under;
J there is absolutely no reason to often can't understand why i
are Boyd Bailey (left) Assistant Attorney General of Maine and Harold some of the RFD routes nearby.
kept
present time.
Mathews
Corner
school,
as
was
expect
extra
cost
for
any
addition
Kimball (right). Executive Secretary of the State of Maine Port Authority.
I loved you too dearly to ever for
It has been erroneously stated in i
• • . •
iaw eventually breaks him.
customary when that building was The Ferry will be operated by the Canadian National Railways.
get
the past that it would be necessary j like this.
Woodrow M. Dumont, of South Sweet memories ot you I will al open, will be saved by having the
for the carrier to start before the
I am positive that the residents
Portland, paid a fine of $100 and
ways treasure
children under one roof.
der their names may be posted
arrival of the mail from Portland- of Cushing would continue to re RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISK)
costs after pleading guilty to a Loving you always, forgetting you
An
article
has
been
inserted,
to
the required number of days be
never.
Boston-New York at 10 a. m., ceive the same excellent service
Sales and Service
charge of operating a motor ve
see if the tow n will , a How the select fore election, and also may be
Husband. Will Cobb Perrv
thereby making letters, parcel• via Warren RFD as they have had All Work and Parts Onarantei
hicle while under the influence of
26-lt men to sell the Mathews Corner printed on the ballot.
post, newspapers a day late. The j for 60 years via Star Route.
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from Phil Wentworth since I am
always getting inquiries about this
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
delightful young man who is such
a general favorite. He writes:
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
•Rehearsals for ‘Darling Corie’
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
arc coming along very well and
by
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
/we should be all set for our first
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
performance
next
Thursday
(Feb.
-'-ill
Gladys 8. Heistad
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
18) at Hofstra College out on Long
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Island. This little folk opera by
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L fe, advertisements
Elie Siegmeister and Lewis Allen
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gasette
is a delightful work, I think, and
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
in time should be very popular
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Community Concerts for the their summer residence at Rock with colleges and similar groups
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
month of March, according to the port— “Twin Keys.” where they throughout the country. It is only
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
have a piano in the study and two 45 minutes long, suitable for pres
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
data that has been given to me,
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
pianos in lhe small studio sepa entation with some other short
will be:
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
rate from the main house. Each work, preferably a comedy, since
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
March 10: Bangor—Cincinnati artist must have a place for ‘Corie’ is a tragedy of sorts. It
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Symphony Orchestra, Thor John separate practice, and there also is to be published by Chappell
Line.
son, conductor. March 14: Cam must be two pianos for rehearsal after the first performance next
den — Totemberg
Ensemble. together—so the six pianos are no week. As I mentioned before, it is
March 22: Waterville — James luxury, simply instruments of on the order of Kurt Weill’s ‘Down
Pease, baritone,
their profession. From October to In The Valley,’ although while the
• • • *
HOUSEHOLD Goods for sale, on SEVENTEEN PEOPLE KILLED
May they are on tour most of th*1 Weill score was based on folk
their valuable time last week
Tuesday
LYDIA
LEHTONEN.
The article from the Monitor
tunes, ‘Corie’ is all original music.
West Rockport.
2S*lt because I did not have enough about Luboshutz and Nemenoff time, with brief intermittent trips
“They were fortunate in assem
listings for two and three bedroom
to their New York apartment. In
FULL Dress Suit, tails, two homes they could buy for SPOT starts off by saying “Genia Nem the summer they hurry off to bling a fine cast, I believe. Doro
vests, shirt, also cut-away and CASH for $10,000 or less. Please enoff and Pierre Luboshutz, who
Photo by Cullen
“Twin Keys,’’ but every day thy MacNeil who has had great The Cadillac ambulance which the Friendship Women’s Auxiliary Fire Department recently purchased
striped trousers, for sale, sacri help and phone me today to sell
have
been
making
music
for
success
at
the
City
Opepra,
is
do

fice-, 87 N. MAIN ST., 2d floor.
there means practice for the fol
your house. Call PAUL HURL
with contributions from townsfolk and summer residents.
26*28 BURT. Whitehall Reailty Co.. thousands and a happy life for lowing season’s concerts. And, ing the soprano lead, the title role.
The Women’s Auxiliary Fire who take turns in standing by for rolled the trucks on more than
26-28 each other for the past 23 years, too, there are summer festival Do you happen to know Dottie?
KROEHLER Overstuffed Divan Camden. Tel. 2651.
a call, include Thelma Bramhall. j one fire, going into action while
for sale, also 5-piece Chrome
YOUR Own Business. Will set are now hailed as the world’s programs which take them away She used to sing occasionally with Department of Friendship has re
Breakfast Set: occasional Chair; you up In a sound one-man busi foremost duo-pianists. But they
Phyllis Giichrest, Betty Roberts men were being mustered to aid
Rand
Smith
in
Rockland
and
sang
cently
acquired
a
new
ambulance,
16 mm. Movie Projector and films, 1 ness without capital investment, do not rest en their laurels. They even during their vacation, if it one summer at the Samoset. One
Helen Fales, Irma Benner and them. The Auxiliary is the spe
can be called that.
Sea Scout Uniform, size 18 and Ex selling Watkins Nationally Adver
one which was formerly used by
of the other leads, Robert Goss,
Fda Lawry.
cial pride of Fire Chief Hartwell
plorer Scout Uniform size 16. tised household and farm necessi keep working.
They used to have a dear little
The ambulance recently bought Davis who has strongly supported
■ 'It's hard work, but it’s fun." ! spaniel named Black Key, but toured with the Met in ‘Fleder- the Bangor Fisc Department.
PHONE 948-M after 4.30 p. m.
____________ 26-28 ties in Knox County. Income of said Mme. Nemenoff. “We must!
maus’, and Norman Atkins is also
The ladies have maintained a is a 1941 Cadillac which saw ser it from the first.
$5000 and more possible first year.
Black Key finally got aged and de
In all, there are 100 women
SIX low-back cane-seated Chairs, Experience not necessary. Car or always keep working to please I parted this life, and her place now with City Center.
free ambulance service for towns vice as a city ambulance in Ban
“As I mentioned, my part is a
new cane, for sale; also Drop-leaf light truck needed to service cus our audiences,” said her hus-:
gor. It is in unusually good con listed in the membership rolls of
is
taken
by
a
Chesapeake
retriever
people
for
several
years.
The
Table (round leaf); Dining-room! tomers. Operate from your home. band.
principal role but I don’t have a
“Not just that,” she! who bears the name of Vodka.
dition and has small mileage.
the Auxiliary.
Table and four chairs, two elec-1 Write WATKINS CO Box No.
great deal of singing. It is more new unit met with public fancy
The Auxiliary organization was
Already two emergency runs
reminded
him,
“
but
we
always
!
trie Ranges, one Gas Range, one 367R. Dept. GW. Newark, N. J.
As I read the article from the
of an acting part, rather interest to the extent that the $550. it cost started 11 years ago. It was occa have been made to Knox Hospital
Gas and Oil Combination, nine- j
20*T»26 want to improve—to play better J Monitor so many memories of
ing I think—sort of an unrequited was oversubscribed by more than
piece Dining-room Set. Whatnot
sioned bv the absence of men of in Rockland by the ambulance.
their summers in Rockport with
WOULD
like Boarders for and better.”
Parlor Table, Hall Table, two
lover! And I get to kill the girl $100 in less than three weeks.
And to accomplish this end they me came back. I recall in par
the corpmunity from the town 1 Last Wednesday, at 4 o’clock in
China Closets, three new Braided licensed Rest Home in Union.
as a result! Everyone has been
Captain of the Auxiliary, which during the war years when they the morning, it became necessary
practice every day. When they ticular that I remonstated with
Rugs, two Hooked Rugs and other MARGUERITE HILLS. Union.
25*26 are on tour and it is the day of Genia one day because she was fun to work with and I feel sure has been in existence 11 years, is were employed in shipyards along ' to move
Articles. ELSIE J. WALLACE. ;
Stillman
Havener,
that this will prove invaluable ex
Tel. Warren 55 .
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I Friendship lobsterman, to a hos
HOUSEWORK
wanted.
Live a concert, perhaps they do not spending so much time in practice perience both from the actual per Helen Fales. Phyllis Giichrest is the coast, or were in service.
COMFORT and economy with out. HANNAH HAUPT. 6 Dunn St., get in more than three hours, but —she is never strong and that
first lieutenant; Betty Roberts,
Not only did the ladies learn • pital.
The ladies were comthe best Aluminum Combination Thomaston. Tel. 131-3.
25*27 at home they do very heavy prac summer in particular she seemed forming viewpoint and the con treasurer, and Irma Benner the to operate the fire trucks, but mended by the physician for the
Windows and Doors on the mar-;
tacts I’ve made.
ket. Aluminum Porch Enclosures. 1 HOUSEKEEPER wanted, part- ticing for the three full programs very frail and tired. I urged her
they learned fire fighting tech promptness with which they res
“We do it at Hofstra College the secretary.
All reasonably priced, expertly in time, to care for child. Contact they must have at their finger to take a few days at least and just
Volunteer ambulance drivers. niques to the point where they ponded to the call.
18th and 19th and then later on in
stalled. Also agent for Johns j DONA MANK. Paramount Res
rest—and her reply was in effect
the spring at Kaufman Auditorium
Manville Rockwool
Insulation. taurant between 11.30 a. m. and tips. Each of these three pro—“We can’t drop our practicing—
Terms. Phone 1503 or see E. T. 3 p. m.
in the city if they can clear the col
24*26 •groms is an hour and a half in
largely attended by relatives from
DUTCH NECK
LONG, 113 Camden street.
length, and the memory work in this is our bread and butter, and lege orchestra with the Union.”
this
community.
WANTED to buy for cash, soft
26-28
St. Paul’s Chapel Society met on
volved in the preparation is pro when we are ‘rusty’ from lack of
I believe that Phil’s mother was WARREN
Those
who have been entertain
practice, our public picks it up in
WALKER & PRATT Kitchen wood, spruce, pine and hemlock digious, to express it mildly.
Thursday evening with a good at
in New York for the performance
ALENA L. STARRETT
ing at canasta parties recently
Stove, for sale, complete with oil saw logs. M. F. BROOKS MILL.
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minute.
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so
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con
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St.,
Thomaston.
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Genia and Pierre, for that is
so I shall hope to get a full account
burners, jug and coil, $15. TEL.
physical feelings, several hours of
Telephone 49
ducted by President Mrs. Fred were Mr. and Mrs. Parker Sim863-M._______________________ 26*28
BOY, 17 years old, would like always the way I think of them, each day were given over to gruel from her which, If I do. will be
monds, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Chute.
After the meeting games
shared
with
you.
ONE Globe Stimpson elec, self- job on Poultry Farm. TEL. 1637-W2 first met when Genia, a native of
Chute and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
ling
practice.
When
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listen
to
•
•
•
*
were
enjoyed
and
refreshments
computing Scale for sale Good as i ___________________________ 24*26 France but the daughter of RusRev. Bruce P. Cummings will
Chute.
new. Quick sale. Under half- I CLAMS wanted. Top prices aian parents, enrolled in a mas pianists or singers, we sit back
One of the New York papers
attend
the Minister’s Retreat to be served by Mrs. Theresa Chute,
price. HATCH'S MARKET.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wallace
SIMS' LOBSTER POUND, Spruce ter class with the Russian pianist. and relax feeling that it all sounds (probably the Times) carried the held at the Penney Memorial Bap Mrs. Mamie Benner. Mrs. Mamie
.
25-27 ! Head.
so easy, little realizing the con
128tl
were Sunday afternoon callers at
Pienne Luboshutz, then teach stant study and work they have to results of the jew’s-harp auditions tist Church in Augusta, March 2, Chase and Mrs. Beatrice Chase.
GERMAN SHEPHERDS for sale
IF you want the best auto body
the home of Mrs. Wallace’s bro
to secure soloists with the CBS Or
On Friday, the Rub Bee Society ther. Ernest Black, and family on
•egistered. Easily trained for loyal and fender work, come to ROWL ing in Paris. It is interesting put in to please us. As I have told chestra under Leopold Stokowski. and 4.
note
here
that
Pierre you before, during those years at
xsmpanions and faithful guardi- ING'S GARAGE, 778 Main Street to
The Baptist Ladies’ Mission held an all day session. The gentle
ins. Only two puppies left from Rockland.
47tf made his debut in Moscow Rockport with so much contact Two native New Yorkers were the Circle will meet tor the day Wed men joined the ladies for a casse-1 the North Waldoboro road.
winners—chosen from 23 appli
in outstanding litter. TURFFS.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Potter are
DON
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T
discard
your
old
or under the sponsorship of Serge with musicians, I came to have
nesday, at Mrs. Iza Teague’s.
role dinner at noon.
Washington, Tel. 16-21.
25-26 antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
cants for the honor—Harold Coaway
for several months visiting
Koussevitzky. with whom the fa vast respect for these definitely
George I. Shaw, Thomaston
Miss Ada M. Winchonbaugh has relatives in Connecticut, Massa
lotta and Eddie Grosso. Both are
TWO Gas Brooders (Oakesi used i NEWMAN for restoring and remous
pianists
maintained
an
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former
director
of
the
hard-working
people,
for
I
had
returned from Quincy, Mass., chusetts and Rhode Island.
twice, for sale half price;a!so one flnlshmg; 48 Masonic St. Tel
professional musicians who are
circular cord wood Saw, little used; 1106-M.
ltf idealy close friendship up to the been one who had not fully sensed able to switch from their regular highway safety division of Maine, where she has spent the past three
two Cultivators, one small Cream
close of Koussevitzky’s life.
all that was involved in their suc instruments and—in the parlance will be guest speaker, Thursday months, and is visiting her friend, ; Mrs. Hazel Blaney has returned
Separator one small Chum. 0.1
Genia was an established pian cess. It is small wonder that of Local 802, American Federation night at the Baptist Men’s Forum.' Mrs. Ida Dowling at Augusta for from Boston where she has been
MANDAHL, Friendship St., Wal- i
ist already when she began study music teachers go a little “hay oi Musicians—"double" on the Members of the Congregational two weeks before re-opening her visiting for several weeks.
doboro, Me, Tel. Temple 2-5514
GOOD
cond.
and
location,
a
sixwith Pierre who at flrst recog wire” because their pupils don’t— jew's-harp.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren D. Smith
25*27
They were soloists Brotherhood are invited as guests. home here for the season.
room House for sale, with bath, nized her talent, then realized and won’t—practice.
of Rockland were Sunday dinner
LATH and Bolter Machine for garage, garden lot. TEL. 421-J.
in the performance of Charles to the supper, and the meeting! Dwight
Agnew of Scituate.
,
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sale: also 18-acre hardwood lot
guests of her paients. Mr. and
Ives' “Holidays” Symphony, and which follows.
25*27 that he admired her for herself
Mass., has been a guest at the
A letter from Rand Smith has a
at the Bog. Inquire CLARENCE
and
that
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was
the
woman
he
Richard Stickney of Framing
Mrs. Claude L. Miller.
their solos came in the George
TRANSFERRED
Owner
must
“Waltz Homestead.”
THOMPSON. Port Clyde.
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Arthur Stahl of New Sweden was
sell, and quickly, his attractive wanted to marry. Pierre left for particularly interesting paragraph Washington’s Birthday movement. ham. Mass., has been guest of his
Recent guests at the home of Mr. a recent guest of his parents, Mr.
SMALL Store for sale: perfect Home on extra large lot in quiet, the United States to fill concept in it—“Just talked with Ronny
Mr. Coletta, now 36 and a violist grandfather, Joseph Stickney.
for neighborhood grocery, camp or residential part of Camden. Ideal
Lord and he is finishing up his
Miss Jane Pendleton visited and Mrs. Fred Chute were Mrs. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
shop, easily moved. Price reason location for growing family. Ex engagements, and the story goes piano tuning school in great shape with the NBC Symphony, said he
that
he
sent
her
a
96-word
cable

friends
in Pepperel, Mass., and Verna Scofield and Mrs. Nina
Mrs. Hattie Merrill, who has
had
been
playing
the
jew's-harp
able. Write AAB., care The Cou cellent condition, four bedrooms,
(perhaps you remember the Rock
Genthner of South Waldoboro, Mrs. been ill for some weeks, is able to
rier-Gazette.
24*26 modern bright kitchen with lots of gram asking her to marry him,
since he was six years old. He her brother, Raymond Pendleton,
land boy I ‘discovered’ at the age
Matthew Baron and sons Bruce be up a short time each day.
FLORENCE Oil Burner Range, cabinets, forced automatic hot to which Genia replied with one of 14 and used at the Samoset). He bought the instrument which he Jr., in Boston, recently.
and
Brian of Portland, Mr. and
white enamel for sale. Good con water heat. GI can buy with $900 word—“Yes." During their early
played for the CBS concert for
Our Heritage of Music was pre
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Hurd of Lin
down; non-vet for $1800 down.
Ralph Cunningham and colnville were Sunday guests of
dition. TEL. 1627-W.
24*26 Price $9000. Better phone for an married life each was engaged had several years in truly great $1.20 and played it in approximate sented Thursday afternoon at a Mrs.
U. S. Army bands, together with
daughter,
Linda
of
Jefferson
and
PIPE FOR SALE
apppointment.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Davis.
in concert appearnces which broadcasts, records and all, and is ly the tonality of E-flat. Mr. meeting of the Women’s Club
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Genthner of
Black
and galvanized.
All
PAUL HURLBURT
Peter Vanderpool has recovered
meant that Genia was home when now planning to settle down in Grosso, who could not remember Study unit held with Mrs. Albert
sizes, low prices.
BICKNELL
South Waldoboro.
after being confined to his home
57 HIGH STREET
Pierre wasn't and vice versa. So Rockland to service the neighbor how much he paid for his jew’s- White. Divided into two sections.
MPG. OO., Lime St.
22tf
Sympathy is extended to Claude for a week with the mumps.
TEL. 2651
they decided to attend each hood pianos. He is a swell young harp 20 years ago. played it in the Mrs. Wililis Vinal’s part was folk
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil
Millet'
and family whose sister,
tonality
of
F.
A
professional
saxo

music,
and
Mrs.
Jefferson
Kim

other's
concerts
by
playing
to

-nd Gas Range for sale. McLOON
ster, with a wife and two lovely
It may be true that some suc
phonist, clarinetist and guitarist, ball’s hymns. Several selections Mrs. Ella Wallace of South Waldo
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY, 11 1
gether at two pianos—that was kids.’’
WHITEHALL REALTY CO.
Park St.
142tf.
boro, died Friday. The funeral cessful mien are self-made, but
and a master of several other in were sung.
CAMDEN • MAINE
23 years ago—and they have done
Sounds interesting—and promis
struments, the 50-year-old co-win
ALUMINUM Combination Storm
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Douglas was held on Monday from the most all successful politicians are
so ever since.
ing, doesn’t it? With Mr. Foster
26-28
Windows, for sale. Eagle picher,
ner of the contest said that he had of Portland were Thursday guests Waltz Funeral Home and was machine made.
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to
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is
in
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places
—
out
of
the
piano-tunning
field,
we
triple slide, self storing. Guaran
200 A. Farm on blk. rd. one mile
played the jew’s-harp on the radio of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal.
teed by Good Housekeeping. HOW from Common for sale; a few an apartment in New York (four are pretty much at a loss, and it
ARD KENNISTON, 29 Gay St. Tel. m. feet of boards in the rough; also rooms and three pianos) and would seem that a young man just with a hill-billy hand 30 years ago.
Honored At Reception
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
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441-J.______________________ 118tf potatoes from certified seed. MRS
out of a training school should flnd
Mrs. William Allen, of Thom
“
Turkey
In
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Straw,"
rather
well
BABY Parrakeets. Full line of M. P. GERALD. Tel. 14-5, Union
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a rewarding field here and in this
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parrakeet foods and mineral
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Cadets Visit Haiti And Colombia On Cruise

NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
•

Correspondent

Telephone 18-4

Mr. and Mrs. William Pulk have
been on the mainland the past
week on vacation. “Bill” is em
ployed at J. O. Brown & Son’s
Boat Shop, at present driving the
oil truck.
James Gamble who has employ
ment in Massachusetts, is guest of
his brother, Robert Andrews, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Lincoln.
School began again on Monday
with the regular corps of teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Williams, two
ons, and James MacDonald, who
ave been in New*York and Masaehusetts the past week, returned
m Saturday.
Mrs. Rose Dyer, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Andrews, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Crockett. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Marden have been among the re
cent visitors to Rockland.
The Grange sewing circle met
Feb. 25 at the home of Mrs. Ken
neth Mills, with six members pres
ent; Mrs. Bessie Grant, Mrs. Flor
ence B. Brown, Mrs. Winnie Bur
gess, Mrs. Alice Grant, Mrs. Cyn
Langlois Photo thia Witherspoon and Mrs. Mills.
The decks of the Maine Maritime Academy training ship "State of Maine” are alive with activity when The next meeting March 4. will be
the ship approaches port. This picture shows deck Midshipmen and officers preparing lines for docking.
at the home of Mrs. Carl Ames.
Aboard ‘-State ot Maine", Port au Midshipmen seep a constant watch baskets.
Mrs. Maria Wheelwright LockPrince Haiti, Feb. 22. . .Authentic over their pumps, boilers, engines! A tour of the Island by car. over wood, and Mrs. Helen Chandler
voodoo dances by the natives of and generators.
j rugged Haitian terrain, met the Winlock, two of our summer resi
Haiti highlighted entertainment
During the three day trip from fancy of most of the visiting Mid- dents, flew to Spain on Feb. 16
ashore, while a "man overboard" drill Ponce. P. R.. to Port au Prince, a shipmen. The tour started on the They have their headquarters in
featured a heavy schedule of train- surprise "man overboard drill" was dock and included a visit to the the capital city of Madrid for a
Ing and work for the midshipmen held. In this normal training rou- famed open market place, the busi- few weeks, before returning here {
and officers aboard the Maine Mari- tine an object, now known as "Salty ness section, exposition grounds, for the summer.
time Academy Training Ship “State Joe’’, is tossed over the. side by the Independence Park, government Frank Beverage brought in pussy
of Maine”, currently on their an- executive officer In this particu- buildings, the statue of Toussaint willows on Feb. 26, and a butterfly
nual training cruise to the Carib- lar operation stern lookout Mid- Louverture (the founder of Haiti), was seen very active on the 27th,
bean.
shipman Donald Silke of Portland, and Maison Blanche. Resturants which “may” be signs of an early
The big training ship steamed spotted the object as it hit the and hotels visited on the tour in- spring.
into Port Au Prince on schedule, water and immediately relayed the eluded such places as Pigalle, La
The North Haven II has been
just sft the sun was rising on Sat- information to the bridge of the Belle Creole. The Fish Bowl, Le filling in with trips to Matinicus, on
urday morning Feb. 20, and made ship where the man overboard Perchoir located 3.000 feet above Tuesday and Friday, for Capt.
an impressive sight as she passed alarm was sounded. Within a short sea level and described as "Like a Ames, while his boat, which was
two Navy vessels lying anchor in time a lifeboat, under the command castle floating half way to heaven”, damaged by fire, ic being repaired.
the harbor and made her way to of Lt. Robert Bergeron of Old Or- and the Riviera Hotel that featured
Although the church auditorium,
her berth along side the dock
chard, with a crew of six was in a large outdoor swimming pool.
under the able brushes of Carl
Training routine for the Midship- the water. With Midshipman Rus- A visit to Haiti would- not be corn- Ames and Mr. Baines is being re
men has been in full force since the sell Morse of Old Orchard on the plete without taking in the cock- decorated, after 30 years built, and
ship left Castine on Peb. 9 and de- tiller and six strong backs on the fights and voodoo dances. It is safe the staging, ladder, etc., being in
spite the heat routine ship’s work oars, ole -Salty Joe.” was recovered to say that the Midshipmen and he foreground, the usual Sundaj
Is being completed on schedule. The within six minutes from the time he officers will be talking about these morning service was held in thf
entire ship is taking on a new ap- was “tossed" over the side.
| interesting, exciting and entertain- auditorium.
The pastor, Rev
pearance as it begins to glisten In Haiti, the Midshipmen were ing native traditions and customs George R. Merriam, spoke on
under a new coat of paint. Much treated to a rich enviroment of na- for many days to come
“Fixed Points For Life’s Com
work remains to ue done, but a great tive traditions and living habits,
Souveniers from Haiti that will pass’’ as drawn from Paul’s ship
deal has been accomplished under famous hotels and resturants, and find their way into homes in New wreck experience. Special points
an atmosphere of enthusiasm, de- tours showing life in the dusty city England will include mahogany. being: Our Conscience, Religious
1 termination and pride in the new and the open cool countryside.
! embroidery, perfumes, tortoise shell, Christian Experience, The Bible As
ship.
j It was not unusual to walk about handicrafts made of sisal and the Word of God, and The Cross of
The "Plan of the Day” calls for the city streets and s’ep over straw. Haitian jewelry, and of Christ. Mrs. Barbara Joy sang
reveille for all hands at. 6 every native women sitting in the street course voodoo drums,
The Prodigal Sons’’ by Chisholm
morning, except Sunday, and a few selling live or dead chickens, while
The -State of Maine" departed and Stebbins, and the choir sang
moments later ihe ship is alive with her companion seated next to her from Haiti at 2 o'clock Feb. 22 for ‘If Jesus Goes With Me,” by
activity. This activity continues ■ in the dirt displayed a rather as- its third port of call at Cartagena, Miles.
far into the night as the deck mid- j sorted and incomplete line of combs. Columbia, three days and 640 miles
The Community Men’s Club of
shipmen practice their code on the cooking utensils, empty bottles, per- away.
the North Haven Baptist Church
blinker lights, and the engineering fumes, candy, fruits, and straw,
Ed Langlois
will hold their March meeting at
Nebo Lodge, Thursday, March 4.
Supper will be served at 6.30 p. m
by the hostess anil a most enjoy
Hudson Lands
Men maj’ bring their wives and
able evening was had by all pres
VINALHAVEN
.friends.
E. M. Farnsworth of
ent. Guests were. Mrs. Helen Big Air Force
Rockland of the New’ England
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Poole, Mrs. Caroline Holmquist,
Correspondent
Tel. & Tel. Companj’ will be the
Mis. Susan Hall, Mrs. Patsey Contract
guest speaker. His subject will
Bradley. Mrs Audrey McDonald,
Hudson Motor Car Company be. “Relation Of Telephone To
Sidney Smith. Quartermaster and Mrs. Astrid Winslow
Mrs. Minnie Beckman and mo today announced Air Force con Television” and will demonstrate
2d, and wife Priscilla were week
ther.
Mrs Lucy Wadsworth went firmation of a new contract with his address. This should be a
end guests of both of their par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carlsen, Thursday to Bath where they are The Glenn L. Martin Company very interesting meeting. It is
of
Mrs.
Wadsworth’s calling for substantial additional hoped you will notify Mr. and
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Arey. guests
Quartermaster Smith has returned daughters, Mrs. Blanche Davidson quantities of airframe components Mrs. Lloyd Crockett if you plan
to attend the supper.
to Newport, R. I., where he is sta and Mrs. Dora Staples.
Clinton Smith of the I W. Fi for the B-57 Night Intruder
tioned. He has recently returned
from a five months’ cruise in the field Co. returned Thursday from Bomber.
Huason has been producing
Mediterranean. Mrs. Smith has Boston where he attended the
{fuselage sections and tail em UNION
returned to the University of Hardware Show.
Union Church Choir met Thurs pennages for the B-57 Bomber in MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Maine where she is a student.
Correspondent
day night at the church vestry. its various model versions as en
At the weekly Church Night
Telephone 10-24
After practice, to observe the gineered by Hudson, since the in
meeting at Union Church vestry
birthdays of Mrs. Elizabeth Earle ception of the Martin bomber pro
Wednesday night, the program will
and Miss Betty Gray, a happy so gram.
For
security
reasons,
P. T. A. Association meets Wed
be presented by the Social Com
cial evening was enjoyed and re neither the number of units nor nesday evening at. 8 p. m. at
mittee, Mrs. Doris R. Arey, chairfreshments served.
the dollar value of the new con Thompson Memorial Dining Room
man.
Union Schools re-opened Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hennigar tract was disclosed, but Hudson
Clyde Bickford returned Friday were guests last week of Mr. Hen- said it “Involves many millions of after a week’s recess.
from a business trip to Boston.
Traveling Grange comprised of
nigar’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. An dollars.”
Mrs. Ada Williams was hostess gus Hennigar.
The Air Force action confirms a Pioneer. Evening Star, SevenFriday night to “Just Another
Rickey and Barney Oakes passed definite contract agreement be Tree meets tonight with Georges
Club" at her home on Summer the vacation last week with their tween Hudson and Martin and re Valley. Appleton.
street. Refreshments were served aunts. Mrs. Blanche Davidson and
Thirty children of the Sunday
places the letter of intent under
School of the Methodist Church
Mrs. Dora Staples at Bath.
which
Hudson
initiated
produc

NATIONAL FIRE INS. CO,
tion programming and material met at the vestry for a luncheon
OF HARTFORD
Parent Teachers Association
party Friday. Feb. 26. at 12.30
Hartford, Conn.
procurement for the additional
A P.T.A. meeting will be held at
p. m. Games and outside ac
Assets Dec. 31, 1953
units beginning in October, 1953.
tivities followed.
Bonds.
*55917945.62 Union Church vestry Tuesday (to
The new commitment to Hud
day) at 7.30 p. m.. Two films will
Stocks.
45.497.202.83
Quarterly Conference
Real Estate Owned.
2.428.463 55 be shown by Miss Marjorie Ras son is about 90 per cent of the size
The Quarterly Conference and
of Hudson’s existing contract with
Mortgage Loans on
coe, R.N.N. “Farewell To Child
Real Estate.
184.87596
Martin. Fulfillment of the new annual meeting of the Methodist
hood” and "Principals ot Develop
Cash and Bank De
program will sustain production Church was held Sunday evening
posits.
4,168.451.46 ment.” Mr. Simons and his choral
Feb. 28 at the vestry. At 6.30 p.
and
employment well into 1955.
Agents’ Balances or Un
group will also be on the program.
Work also continues on im m. a supper was served by Friend
collected Premiums. 6.232.72491 There will be a special discussion
Other Assets.
912,630.62
portant oontracts with Douglas ly Circle under direction of Mrs
of proposed school planning com
Aircraft Company, Inc., on com Christine Barker, Mrs. Ethel
— Total Assets,
*11597559495 mittee. A social hour will follow
Creighton, Mrs. Charlotte Hawes.
with refreshments served by the ponents of the B-47 Medium Mrs. Mae Burnham. Twenty eight
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Bomber
and
R3350
engine
assem

OTHER FUNDS
sophomore mothers. All welcome.
blies for the Curtiss-Wright Cor were present, followed by the busi
Reserve for Losses.
*14970997.19
Honored On His 85th Birthday
Reserve for Loss Ad
poration. Wright Aeronautical div ness meeting. Rev. Alfred Hemp
stead and wife as District Supt..
justment Expenses.
1,775.016.00
To honor his 85th birthday, Sa ision.
were present, and conducted the
Reserve for Unearned
turday, Feb. 27, Arthur Koster was
Premiums,
53 067,158 82
meeting. Reports of all officers
given
a
shower
of
cards
by
many
w
’
ere
invited.
Minnie
Ann
White,
Reserve for Taxes.
2.730.000.00
and committees were given, and
friends
and
also
received
a
hand

AU Other LiaUhties.
1,350.063.28
Janice Wadleigh, Barbara Webb.
somely decorated birthday cake, Patsey Smith. Charles Dyer. Bob officers and committees elected
for the new year.
Total Liabilities,
*73901.535 29 made by Mra. Ralph Warren. Dur
by Bennett, Kenneth Conw’ay. Kirk
Special Surplus Funds
ing the day and evening, friends Hansen. Dr. Ralph Earle and Mrs.
Reserve for Contin
gencies.
*7.950,000 00 and neighbors called to extend Irma Carlsen. Other guests were OWLS HEAD
best wishes to Mr. Koster for Valerie Orcutt and Georgianna
All those Interested in taking
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
5 000.000 00 many “happy returns of the day.” Hansen.
Contest games were the Red Cross Home Nursing
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus).

Surplus as Regards

Policyholders
Total.

2B 994866.66

played and prizes awarded. There Course, with Mrs. Ada Ames.
refreshments of birthday State Public Health Nurse, as In
Nancy • Adams celebrated were
her 13th birthday Feb. 23 with a cake, cookies, ice cream and cake. structor, please call the Red
party at her home on Atlantic ave Miss Nancy received several nice Cross Office, Rockland 1340, to
sign up for classes.—adv.
nue. Member* of the Bird Club gifts.

Celebes)-.. Birthday

Miss

*41974.06086
611597550495
23-T-28

Washington V. F. W. Holds Logging Bee For Lauri Maklin
It seems that a helping hand is
always extended when a person is
in real trouble in our little corner
of the Siain coast. A log cutting
bee in North Warren Sunday’ was
no exception, but it did give Lauri
Maklin a great big lift.
Some three w’eeks ago, Lauri’s
poultry house vas damaged by fire
nd 1750 seven w’eek old birds lost.
-Ie placed a value of $1500 on the
ection of the house destroyed and
ome $2500 on the birds, which
vere destined for his laying flocks
Members of the Farrar-Ros:
Post Veterans of Foreign Wars in
Washington turned out Sunday to
it trees on the Maklin propert.
cm which will come the lumbe
rebuild the poultry house.
Led by Richard Linscott of Bu
cttville. the post commander
aembers of the VFW arrived ai
‘he farm at 10 a. m., and by
lightfall had brought out enough
timber to do the rebuilding job.
A tractor came from Karl
Erickson whose farm adjoins Maklin’s and a log scoot from Charlie
Kigel to transport the logs to the
highway.

Included in the group of volun
teers with Commander Linscott
were: Charles Hill, Union, vice
commander;
Gerald
Kennedy.
Union; Kenneth Mitchell. Burkettville; E. Ray Hamilton and Adrey
Colby of Somerville and Roland
Luc«- and Chester Burns of Union.
Maklin *s fire loss w’as heavy as
he did not have the birds insured,
nor was the building covered for
ts full replacement value.
A veteran of Army service in
Vorld War 2 in the Aleutians and
n Italy, he has been steadily
building up his Clarry Hill plant
since the war.
The loggers didn’t even come
ut of fhe woods at noontime, but
lunched on sandwiches, coffee and
sweets prepared by Mrs. Maklin
and carried in the half mile to the
logging site.
Seeing his way clear now to re
build. Maklin has 1500 black cross
chicks ordered from the Clements
Hatcheries and plans to make
ompletion of building repairs and
irrival of the birds coincide.
In the top pictuie Richard Linsott operates a power chain saw
to topple a sizeabb tree while Ken

Mitchell adds his push to the pro
ject.
The center

pictuie

shows the

crew as they limbed out the tree
just felled and prepared to haul
out the resulting log by tractor.
Lower photo: Lauri Maklin, left,
surveys one of thc logs just hauled

ut with volunteers Hill and Ken
nedy.

Photos by Cullen

SOUTH THOMASTON
All those interested in taking
the Red Cross Home Nursing
Course, with Mrs. Ada Ames.
State Public Health Nurse, as In
structor, please call the Red
Cross Office, Rockland 1340, to
sign up for classes.—adv.

LOUDVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gifford
and Miss Celia Piper were busi
ness callers at Damariscotta on
Thursday.
A birthday party for little Jimmy Smith was held at the home of
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. James
Smith on Saturdaj’ evening, Feb.
20. Several friends anti neighbors
werc present.
All had a happy
time.
.
Mrs. Lois Anderson and daugh-I
ters Diana and Sally Ann of Glen
Cov< were guests of Miss Ander
son’s mother, Lettie Prior, and
her brother and family, the Cecil
Priors, a few days this week.
John Prior has been ill all this'
week. Dr. Powell attended him. ,
Miss Celia Prior was called to ]
her home at Addison on Thursday ‘
because of her mother’s accident.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gifford
were overnight guests of the Ber
trand Collamore’s at Round Pond
on Friday.
Cecil Prior is ill with a cold and
the prevalent distemper.

This prejudiced reported would
like to see this game played right
1 here in Rockland at the Communi(Continued from Page Two)
|
participating in basketball is fast ty Building. Though it would
Boothbay
would
mean
that
fading in the fan’s viewpoint.
travel farther, this would make
Girls basketball is not dropped
because under the plan as it is the playoff site not only neutral to
| both teams but foreign as neither
today more pupils are given a
chance to participate than would I team has played here this year,
be if only a varsity and junior i Regardless of where it is
played, it should be one that will
varsity boys squad competed in
write a finish to coastal basket
reason why these schools do not
operate both a gill’s varsity and ball in a grand style.

The Sports Corner

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman
were in Cushing one evening last
week to attend a surprise dinner
party given to Mrs. Shuman’s sis
ter, Mrs. Lana Killeran.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier were
in Portland recently on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Willey and
daughter Marlene of Broad Cove
werp callers at Astor Willey's, Sa
turday.
Mrs. Viola McLain and Addie
Whitman were at Nathan Thomp
son's at Friendship Sunday.
Mrs. Theodore McLain is having
a bath room installed in her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Garland
and daughter Linda were weekend
guests of her parents, the Charles
Kimballs.
Mrs. Susan Prior who has been
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Ashley Genthner, has gone to the
Dennison Nursing Home at Waldo
boro.
Miss Doris McLain spent Friday
at Rockland.
Mrs. Carl Hilton. Miss Mary
Emery of Broad Cove and Mrs. L.
W. Osier were in Augusta Satur-

a boy’s varsity is .strickly a finan
CHAMELEON
cial o/*e.
j He bows from the waist with the
Big Game .Ahead
greatest of ease;
Basketball is almost over on | His drawing-room manners are
the coast, but there remains to
sure to please.
be played one game which leave ' In his home he's a charming, con
siderate host;
this region sizzling for many a I \s a guest ... he would satisfy
FRIENDSHIP
moon to come.
Emily Post.
In Friendship, the World Daj’ of
Lest we forget, I shou& like
Prayer will be observed in a spe to remind fans of this area that i 3ut, believe it or not. there’s a
less pleasant side;
cial service to be held in the Meth Knox-Lincoln League ended with Why’ this fellow’s a regular Jekyll
odist -Church Friday evening at
and Hyde;
two teams. Thomaston and Booth- i
7.30. This service is planned and
Put him out an the highway, his
baj- Harbor, tied for first place
hands an the wheel . . .
directed annually by the women of
with identical records of nine He’s no longer a gentleman
the Advent Christian and Metho-,
strictly a heel!
games won and one lost.
dist Churches. Miss Evelyn Eaton (
The game, yet to be arranged, is Stop signs and signals were not
of Waldoboro will be soloist and
meant for him
one that will have to be played
Mrs. Kenneth Wilson of Cushing
He drives as it suits his particu
on
a
neutral
floor.
At
present
wil! be the organist. The public is
lar whim . . .
these two teams have met three Speeds along in the night as he
cordially invited.
times with the edge going to
would in the day.
I He paid for his license . . . get out
Thomaston.
WEST ROCKPORT
of the way!
During the rerurlar season, each
Aii those interested in taking
team won its home game against He never dims headlights; he
You may Just not be getting ths
the Red Cross Home Nursing
cuts in and out;
the other, and Thomaston added
Iron, Iodine and Vitamins Bi and B,
Course, with Mrs. Ada Ames,
This drawing-room dandy . . , but you need for normal strength and
the odd win by registering a ver
motoring lout!
energy. Try FERRIZAN for IS
State Public Health Nurse, as In
dict over Boothbay in the Class M Who is this chameleon , . . surely days: You must eat tetter — raat
structor, please call the Red
better—look better—feel better—OF
not I?
your money refunded. You must
Cross Office, Rockland 1340. to regional tournament final.
Of
course
not
.*
,
.
it's
always
Boothbay played this game with
win — you cannot lose — ao got
sign up for classes.—adv.
some other poor guy!
FERRIZAN today—at a pries yoa
out the services of their ace, Dave
can afford. 100 Tablets *1.5*.
Men used to make slaves of one 1*6 Tablets $188—356 Tablata
The nickel goes a long way these Abbott, ajid will be going all
MU1 ORDERS FILLED
days.—you haw to go a long way to out to prove that they are the another — today it’s installment
better team.
buying that does it.
find somettiing it will buy.
GOODNOW’S raARMACY

Feel Tired, Worn-OitOlder Thin Yon Shrald?

KM
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Pogo Ste

was a Golden Sheaf

Father Flynn Class Takes K-C Third Degree

THOMASTON

VARY

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEOROE NEWBERT, HIGH ST.. TEL 156-5
The Garden Club will meet at pate.
Lauriston Crute has returned
the home of Miss Nora Seaver on
Lawren e avenue, Thursday after home from the Children’s Hospi
noon. March 4 at 3 o’clock. Miss tal in Boston, after having been a j
Annabel
Williams will
show fracture patient there.
Mrs. Ruth Chase was hostess to
colored slides.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Paulson of a group of friends Friday evening.
Orono were weekend guests at the : Canasta and samba were enjoyed
home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall , during the evenie.g and delicious
refreshments were served. Those
The Brownie Scouts will meet attending were: Mrs. Madeline
W dnesdav afternoon after school : Jackson. Mrs. Hilda Silver. Mrs. ’
at the Lura Libby School.
Mrs Margaret Ford. Mrs. Cariene Hop-'
Lenora Davis, Troop leader, will kins. Mrs. Eleanor Chapman Mrs.
be assisted by Mrs. Eleanor Cul Bonnie Strong. Mrs. Norma Sta
len.
ples, Mrs. Mildred Gillis, Mrs. 1
Miss Doris Seekins. student at Dorothy Jameson, Mrs. Gaynel
Nasson College in Springvale Hocking and Mrs. Louise Hochs
spent the weekend with her par child.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Philip Seekins.
The Ladies Guild and Brother
Mrs. Heien H?.hn has returned hood organization will meet at the
to her home from Malden. Mass., Holy Trinity Lutheran Church.
where she has been employed.
Wednesday evening at 7.30.
Grace and David Styles have re
Those from Thomaston who are
turned to their home in Portland members of the children’s art
Francis J. O’Connor, Albert Winchenbach, John Harris, Frank
Seated in ’.he front row, from left to right, are: Veto I.eo,
after spending a week with their class at the Farnsworth Building
Knight. Two members of the class were absent at the time the
Seward R. Dinsmore, Instructors, Donald Coughlin, Fred Carini.
group posed for the above picture. They were Arthur R. Dougherty
grandmother, Mrs. Martha Carter. in Rockland are Jerry Smalley,
William Flanagan and Thomas Dexter; Sebastian I.iuzza, Henry
nf Camden and Kenneth Post of Rockland.
\
Faller. Back row, Anthony Anastasia, Sebastian F. Linzza, Jasper
Mrs. Aritta Starr is visiting her Tommy Littlefield. Michael BergaPhoto by Cullen
Is,mbardo. Philip McLellan, J. Raymond Bosse, William Faller,
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and mini. Jackie Harjula. Mary Cullen.
Instructors for the candidates of
The Limerock Council Knights
Mrs. Harry Collins, in Melrose, Ricky Spear. Bonnie Cullen, Kris
at the home of Mrs. Forest Stone Republican town committee.
of Columbus initiated a class of 17 Limerock Council were: Donald
Mass.
tin Doe, and Vera Cullen
Nominations for moderator, two candidates into the Third Degree Coughlin. William Flanagan, Fred
Mrs. Carl Burgess of China and
Volunteer workers on the hot on Knox street.
Dr. and Mrs. Elmer Biggers of selectmen, town clerk, a member in ceremonies held in St. Dennis Carini and Thomas Dexter.
Mi.-.s Gladys Burgess of North lunch program at the Lura Libby
A dinner was held for the class
Vasselboro spent Friday with Mr. School for this week are: Mrs. Portland were in town Sunday of board of assessors and a mem Parish Hall in North Whitefield
her of the school committee. A Sunday afternoon. The group, of and council numbers in the
visiting
with
friends.
and Mrs. James Jeffery.
Mary Fales. Mrs. Jean Winslow,
In a very impressive service at chairman and vice chairman will which William Flanagan was pres Thorndike Hotel at 7.30 irt the eve
Mrs. Thelma Jones is a patient Mrs. Doris Guptill Mrs. Ruth
the Holy Trinity Lutheran Church be chosen, as well as a secretary ident, was known as the Father ning. Sebastian Groder, district
at Knox Hospital.
Stone and Mrs. Cora Cushman.
deputy was the principal speaker.
The Roaring 20's will meet Green Street School workers are: .Sunday, three conflrmands. Miss and treasurer and members for James Flynn Class.
Initiation ceremonies were held Also speakering was Grand Knight
Thursday evening with Mrs. Lois Mrs. May Newbert, Mrs. Bonnie Sonja Korhon?n. Mrs. Gwendolyn the town committee.
Korhonen, and
Mrs. Winifred
Delegates and alternates will jointly with the North Whitefield Leo LaCroix. and Class President
Richards.
Strong. Mrs. Bertha Spear. Mrs.
William Flanagan
Deputy Warden and Mrs. Perci Vernon Achorn and Mrs. Saxon Wotton. receive confirmation from also be chosen at this meeting for and Gardiner Councils.
Rev. Henry Leino, pastor of the the State Convention and the Re
val Pierpont. Miss Beulah Powell, i DeWolfe.
I publican District Convention to Platoon, Fort Dix, N. J.
and Vernon Tweedie spent the ' A combined meeting of the La church.
"Dulcy" With Musi
Those from Thomaston attending1 be held April 1 and 2 in Bangor,
weekend with Mr. and Mis. Ver dies’ and Missionary Circles will
Wesleyan Guild
the
Elks
sponsored
card
party
at
------------------non Tweedie in Unity.
be held in the Baptist Church ves
The members of the Rockport cal Highlights To Be
The Contract Club met with Mrs try Wednesday afternoon for a the Thorndike Hotel last Friday
Wesleyan Guild will attend the
Percival Pierpont last Friday aft work meeting, followed by a 6 were Mrs. Julie Hill. Mrs. Dorothy
Union Service of the Camden and Seen March 4, 5
Welch Mrs. Hilda Keyes. Mrs. ROCKPORT
ernoon. Mrs. Harry Simmons was o’clock public supper.
Rockport churches which will be
‘'Dulcy” will be produced at the
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
awarded first prize. Mrs. Fred
There will be a meeting for all Lonora Davis, Mrs. Charlotte
held Wednesday evening, at the High School, on Thursday and Fri
Correspondent
Overlock. 2nd prize and Mrs. Wil workers on the Red Cross Drive Moran. Mrs. Annie Hill and Miss
Telephone Camden 2483
Camden Methodist Church at 7.30 day. (March 4 and 5) by the Knox
liam Flint. 3d prize. Next meet at the Thorndike Hotel on Tuesday Ethel Upham.
p. m.
Theatre Guild for the benefit of
The Friendly Circle of the Fed
ing will be Friday March 12, at (today, at 2 o’clock.
Following the church meeting the McLain P. T. A.
Lew
Dietz
has
announced
that
erated
Church
will
meet
Tuesday
the home of Mrs. Emily Stevens in
the members of the Guild will
Music is an important accessory
Helpful HomemalA-rs
evening with Mrs. Clayton Staples he is a candidate for membership meet at the home of Mrs. Charlotte
Rockland.
in the second act as Dulcy in
The Helpful Homemakers 4-H on Gleason street. Mrs. Robert on the Rockport School Board
Mr. and Mrs. Lauri Leino of
Farley for their regular meeting. dulges in one of her “parlor
Club met with Janice Hall at the Hybels of Rockland will show
Mrs. Florence Knight is a sur
Harrison and Mr. and Mrs. Les
games.” As the scenario writer,
Past Presidents Night
home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. colored slides on her trip to Hol gical patient at the Knox Hospital,
lie Butterfield of Fryeburg were
The Fred A Norwood Womens Vincent Leach, (played by Ralph
Albert Hall. Mrs. Alfred Harjula land. Refreshments will be served Rockland.
Sunday guests of Rev. and Mrs.
Releif Corps wil 1 hold its Past Stone), gives a highly colored ac
demonstrated cutting out a blouse. with Mrs. William C. Brooks, Jr.
Henry Leino.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Bradford Presidents’ Night Thursday even count of his latest movie, the mil
Those attending were: Leader, as co-hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. E Douglas Brooks
and children Frances and Richard ing March 4.
lionaire, Van Dyck, (played by
Mrs. Philip Seekins;
assistant
will open their home for a card
and Mr. Bradford’s mother, Mrs.
Paul Huber) is forced into piano
Linda
’
s
12th
Birthday
Presiding
officer
wil
be
Mrs.
Mrs. Donald Paulson,
party March 17 at 7.30. Proceeds leader;
Sa,isbul.y onp of the oldest accompaniment. He gives as la
Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks held a Lorenzo Bradford, have recently
Sandra
Putnam,
Eleanor
Brooks,
will go toward the senior class
conic one as he is able, his selecsupper party last week in honor of moved into the Leslie Ladd house living presidents.
trip. Mrs. Brooks will be assisted Ann Chick. Sally Harjula, Sandra
on
Pascal
Ave.
Officers
who
will
take
part
are:
Hons
ranging all the way from
the 12th birthday of her daughter,
by parents of the senior students. Seekins, Dolores Whitten, Judy
Miss Mabel Pottle is a surgical Senior Vice President- Mrs. Maud I “Sailing. Sailing ”, as background
Linda. Movies were shown by
Connon,
Faye
Seekins
and
Cornelia
World Day of Prayer meeting
patient at the Knox Hospital, Rock Peterson; Junior Vice President: ' for NoHh's Ark through “Ebb
Next meeting will be Orett Robinson during the evening.
will be held at the Baptist Church Keyes.
Mrs Emma Torrey; Conductors: I Tid,‘“ for » calm r'*ht down t0
Those attending were Jane Gillis, land.
March
12
with
Mrs.
Seekins.
Re

Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock. All
The Thimble Club will meet Mrs. Margaret Wood; Assistant the sentimental "We Three” and
Susan
Dennison.
Joan
Grafton.
churches are invited to partici- freshment committee will he. San
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Conductor: Mrs. Alice Simonton; ‘‘AU I Have is Yours”. Each
dra Putnam, Judy Connon and Roxanna Tabbutt. Nancy Davis,
Guard, Mrs. Evelyn Heath Ass’t. choice is a laugh as the music
Dolores Whitten.
Peter Stone, William Brooks, 3rd, Elizabeth Lowell.
The
Try-To-Help
Club
will
meet
I
Qual(j. j^rs. Alice Marshal ; Chap- makes its ironic point. Earlier—
Mrs. Theodore Gutoski spent the Alan Young, Paul Hardy. RnJ
and later—in the play Mr. Huber
Wednesday
evening
at
the
home
lain: Mrs. Ellen Bohndell; Treas
weekend with Mr. and Mrs Robert Moss and Edward Mayo, Jr., of
will play Chopin’s Preludes, Op. 28.
of
Mrs.
Abbie
Sylvester,
Beech
urer:
Mrs.
Madolyn
Morin:
Color
Briggs in Natick, Mass.
Owl’s Head.
No. 4 and No. 7.
Street.
Bearers: Mrs. Dorothy Upham
Mrs. William Levan and son
Mr. Huber was born in Ohio o*id
Surprise House Warming
TODAY ONLY
Penobscot
View
Grange
of
Glen
A^rs. Lillian Simonton; Mrs. Minnie
Kenneth left Sunday for Philadel
educated in Boston, his mother a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Woodcock
Cove
has
invited
the
members
of
Wall and Mrs. Ann Young.
phia, Pa., to visit Mrs. Levan’s
native of Saugus. Mass. There
The oldest living Past President were frequent visits in Maine, and
mother and sister enroute they tendered a surprise house warming the Rockport Extension Service to
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Peters,
Darryl F. ZenucIC
their
meeting
on
Thursday
evening,
Mrs.
Louise
Melvin
of
Simon

is
will stop at LeHigh University in
finally the family came to live here
GREGOrFpECK
Bethlehem. Pa., to visit Roger Le Saturday evening, at their new March 4, at 8 p. nt. All members ton’s Corner, who is confined to her in 1940. Mr. Huber attended Colby
home on Erin street. Games were are requested to bring refresh home by illness.
van. a senior student there.
College before and after a spell
The youngest Past President is in the Army. Having begun piano
There will be a hand parents' played during the evening and re ments.
freshments
were
served.
A
gift
The speaker for the evening will Mrs. Alice Marshal.
meeting Thursday evening at 7 30
study at the age of 10. he attended
was presented to the couple. Those be Robert Hybels, a member of
A social hour will follow the the New England Conservatory for
attending were Mr. and Mrs. For the Rockland High School faculty. meeting.
a year. Afterwards he played in
rest Grafton. Mr. and Mrs. Her He will give a talk and show films
in Laura Z. Hobton's
Waterville dance bands, in a cock
bert Turner. Mr. and Mrs. Rich on Holland. The public is cordially
All those interested in taking tail bar, and over the Waterville
ard Woodcock, and Chester Smal invited.
the Red Cross Home Nursing radio station. During this work
ley.
Course, with Mrs. Ada Ames, for the Waterville station, he be
The Harbor Chorus
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
State Public Health Nurse, as In came greatly interested in such,
Republican
Town
Caucus
March
3
Matiaee 1.80—Evening 7 P. M.
The Harbor Chorus, directed by
The Republican town caucus Lewis Pendleton, will give a con structor, please call the Red and came to head Station WRKD
1 Show Evening Only
will be held Wednesday, March 3 cert for the Rubinstein Club at Cross Office, Rorkland 1340, to in 1952. Mr. Huber plays the
Product br
trombone as well as the piano, but
DARRYL F. ZANUCK
at 7.30 p. m. in Watts Hall, ac the Farnsworth Museum. March sign up for classes.—adv.
Sc roon Play by
admits music for him now is more
cording to announcement today 12. at 8 p. m.
MOSS HART
M-G-M's
or less of a hobby, a well-liked
by Roy R. Bell, chairman of the
A group of sacred songs and a MATINICUS
Eighth Wonder ol The World!
Rev. Norman Foss of Temple, past-time when off duty.
group of secular songs will be
Maine, came Tuesday to supply the
given.
old Feb. 24 and entertained a few
All former members of the pulpit for an indefinite time, and
of his schoolmates at a party at his
will
live
in
the
lower
part
of
the
Chorus are invited to attend re
home after school. Outdoor games
hearsals and sing with the chorus church.
WALDOBORO
Shows: 2.00—6.20—8.35
Mrs. Mildred Seheib of Allston. were played and refreshments of
at this time.
,
TEL. TEmple 2-3345
ice cream and □ pretty birthday
Mrs, Ruth Dalton of Rockland, Mass., has been visiting Mr. and
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
cake were enjoyed. Johnny re
former accompanist for the chorus Clayton Young for a few weeks.
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00
ceived many presents. Those pre
Orris
Philbrook
has
been
home
will accompany them.
STARTS WEDNESDAY
sent were: Patricia. Verna and
TUESDAY ONLY, MARCH 2
The public is cordially invited. from Rockland a few days the past
Wilma Philbrook. ' Brad’’ Young,
Repeated By Popular Request:
4—Rib-Tickling Days—4
week.
The address of Pvt. Richard
Clifton Webb, Barbara Stanwyck
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Philbrook Sonny McLain; Joey and Lucky
Hocking is as follows: Pvt. Rich
Robert Wagner, Audrey Dalton
Anns; Walter and Orel Gehrard Hocking, R A. 11-260-932 Btrv. have been in Boston on business
Telma Ritter, Brian Aherne in
mann; Edwin and Gwendolyn Mit
FIRST TIME IN
"TITANIC”
for
several
days.
B - 34. Fabn, 60th Inf. Regt. 1st
COLOR BY
Johnny Corrao went to Vinal chell.
W EDN ESDA Y-TH U KSDA Y
MARCH S-4
haven for the mid-winter vacation.
TECHNICOLORI
till Rogers, Jr., Nancy Olson
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bunker SOUTH WARREN
in
........ DUN................. JERKY •'
mad?? a business trip to Rockland
Mrs. Grace Lcrifiond was a
“THE BOY FROM
GAME PARTY
Wednesday, returning early Thurs guest Sunday at the home of her
OKLAHOMA’’
— In Warnercolor —
day morning.
son. Edwin in Jefferson.
Every Tuesday Night
Johnny Mitchell was 10 years' Irving Bucklin of Damariscotta
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

B

DOROTHY McGUIRE
JOHN GARFIELD

I king ■

WALDOTBEATIE

SOLOMONS

MAMIN LEWS

DEBORAH KERR
STEWART GRANGER

starring

.

.(H. RICHARD CARLSON
PLUS SECOND FEATURE
fe ffe

MARtH 5-6
Double Feature

<Elaine Stewart, Ralph Meeker
1 Sally Forrest, Keenan Wynn,
Robert Horton, James (raig tn
J
J

“f OltE TWO"
— Also on the program

—
1 “IRON MOUNTAIN TRAIL’’
,Starring Rev Allen and “Koko'

SPECIAL GAMES

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaatoa Nail Bank Building
1-T-tf

Admission—Donat ion

____

NOWI 3 DAYSI Cqmden Theatre

MONEY
RDM HOME

MARY H. MONAGHAN

A fine. us?ful life came to a close
with the passing of Mary Helen
Monaghan of St. George on Feb. 5,
after a short illness. She was born
on Jan. 7. 1881 in the County of
Leicester. England, the daughter
of Samuel and Rebecca Hawkins.
Her family came to this country
when she was a young girl. She
was educated in the St. George
Schools and Farmington Normal
School. Her entire life was spent
in St. George.
She became the wife of William
Kinney. Monaghan, who passed
away several years previously. Of
this union five children were born
who now survive, namely, Mrs.
Madeline Wood. Edward Mona
ghan. Howard Monaghan and Mrs.
Esther Frieder. all of St. George
and Russell Monaghan of Monro
via. Calif.; also six grandchildren
and five great-grandchildren.
She was a teacher in the schools
of St. George for 34 years. Her
first teaching being done on White
Head Island. Nearly three years
ago she retired from teaching, at
which time she was feted by her
former pupils and friends as a tes
timonial of her long exemplary
service. Her influence to the youth
of St. George is far-reaching and
her dignity and upright life will
live in memory forever.
She was a member of St.
George’s Episcopal Church and
served as its treasurer for nine
years. The welfare of St George’s
was uppermost in her heart and
was an ardent worker toward this
end.
She was a Past Noble Grand of
Puritan Rebekah Lodge No. 59 of
Tenant’s Harbor; also serving as
its secretary for 20 years. For over
50 years she was a member of
Naomi Chapter No. 25. O.E.S.
Funeral services were held from
St. John’s Episcopal Church in
Thomaston on Feb. 8. with Rev.
Ernest O. Kenyon officiating. The
large attendance and profusion of
lovely floral pieces silently attest
ed to the love and esteem in which
she was held by all who knew her.

STUART DAVIS
After a long illness, during
which he was faithfully cared for
by his wife. Stuart Davis. Sr.
died Tuesday, Feb. 23 at his home
n Vinalhaven, aged 49 years. Mr.
Davis was born at Warren, the
son of Maude and the late Laforest
Davis. He came to Vinalhaven
when young and has since made
his home here. For a period of
years he had followed the business
of |obster fishing and was well
liked by his associates. He is
survived by his mother, his wife
the former May Brown, four sons
Stuart Jr.. Gordon, Haro Iff and
Ronnie, two daughters. Miss Shir
ley and Mrs. Annette Wolf, two sis
ters, Mrs. Nina Ewell of Vinal
haven and Mrs. Lucille Viets of
Lynn. Mass., one brother. Sewall
Davis of Auburn and two grand
children. Funeral v/ere held Fri
day afternoon at the Headly Funer
al Home. Rev. W. S. Stackhouse
officiating. Burial was in Ocean
View Cemetery.
Bearers were
Herbert Conway, Fernald Young,
John Chilles, Fabian Rosen, Ed
ward White and Lester Pendleton.
From out of town to attend the
services were Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Viets of Lynn, Mass.

tel A. McLain of Townsend. Mass.,
and several nieces, nephews, and
cousins.
Funeral was from his late home
Thursday at 2 o’clock.
Bearers

were nephews Clement N. Quigg,
Fred W. Hooper, Walter Banton,
Jr., and Waldon 1. Pride,
Rev.

David Dunkin officiated.
Burial will be in Hunt Memorial
Cemetery in the spring.

MlFame’s

Founda

tion" Heard By
Ladies Of WCTU
The W C. T. U. met Friday af
ternoon in the Farnsworth Mu
seum. Worship Service was con
ducted by Mrs. Clara Emery on
the theme “Have No Other Gods
before Me”.
A short program in recognition
of Frances Willard Day was given.
Miss Earnestine Getcheil read the^k
Article "Fame’s Foundation” from '
the Union Signal telling of Frances
Willard, the Educator Philosopher.
Humanitarian, and the hundreds
of memorials that have been es
tablished in her name through
out the world. Miss Mabel Hol
brook reads a tribute to France,
Willard by Mrs. H . E. Mielke,
National Corresponding Secretary.
“Her Exalted Principles.” Mrs.
Helen Gregory told of the many
lovely treasures in Frances Willard
home. Rest Cottage at Evanston,
111., which Is kept as a memorial
to her. Hundreds of visitors from
all the states and many foreign
countries visit it every year.
Mrs. Emery called attention to
the Feb. 13 issue of the Union Sig
nal, the Frances Willard issue
with its many fine pictures and ar
ticles. Also noted the Washington
letter asking all those who object
to the insidious advertising of Al
coholic Beverages in magazines,
radio and TV to write a letter or
post card to Senators Margaret
Chase Smith. Frederick Payne,
and Congressman Charles Nelson,
asking that they support the Bry
son bill.
Following the program, moving
pictures were shown. A vote of
thanks was extended for use of the
Farnsworth Auditorium and pro- <
jector, to Allen Cummings of the
high school for operating the ma
chine.
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Eugene Godfrey was guest
of her neice, Mrs. Alice Philbrook
in Rockland. Sati.rday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Elwell and
daughter Carol of Rockland. Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Small and son
David of Ash Point, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Colby of Spruce Head
Island were callers at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Elwell Sunday.
Miss Sheila Graham of Vancovcr, B. C. is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Jack Neeson.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Irving McLeod at Searsport.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald York and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Philip York
and children, were callers at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Cunningham in Warren, Sunday.

The nations of the world slum:
be standing shoulder-to-shoulde
instead of toe-to-toe.

GEORGE W. McLAIN

George W. McLain of Elast Lib
erty died Feb. 22 at the age of 79
years.
Born at West Appleton April 23,
1874 he wag the son of William
and Georgia (Hilton) McLain. He
MBMiMaeamnMBmMMnmMiniwMwvwwBMaM
KNOX THEATRE GUILD

Presents

’’DULCY”
Thursday-Friday, March 4 and 5
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM

Curtain 8.15 P. M.
- Balcony, 75c, tax

Floor, 81 .M

Inc.

DIRECTED BY JACK NEESON
Benefit McLain PTA Activity Fund

36-26 Advertize in The Courier-Gazette

on

If You Are Interested
In Becoming a Member of

THE AMERICAN LEGION

(Kx^YOUR NAME

12 YEARS IN THE MAKING . . . OVERPOWERING WITH

x HAL WALLIS,^-

HUGENESS!

3’/a HOURS OF TECHNICOLOR SPECTACLE

* mT

QUO VADIS

MIUARM/W/DN
WhaWUUhWtaM

ROBERT TAYLOR

AT RBOVU1 PRICES
ant

long lumber mill.
Surviving besides his wife Ida I.
McLain, are a sister, Mrs. Hazel
Adams of Liberty; a brother, Mar

24-27
was a recent caller at Mrs. L. R.
Bucklin’s.
SOCIAL DANCE
Mrs. Marion Wood returned to •MsjMsaHHaEHHtssMssoBsaossBHHaooBssiasMMSotsoBaaaaaBaaBOk
OWL'S HEAD GRANGE HALL
Farmington Sunday after spendTuesday, March 2-8.30-12.00
a few days with her mother. Mrs.
Music By East Coast Ramblers
Nettie Copeland.

Am hr

DAMOW RUNYON-

M»£

I
i

member of

South Montville Grange.
He was a farmer, lumberman,
and for several years operated a

26-lt

come ini
or fo save lime,
phone first

PUBLIC LOAN

DEBORAH KERR

corporation or rockiano

MATINEES AT MS — ONE EVENING SHOW AT 7

fa.

only

26-lt

359 Maili St., 2nd fi . Phono: 1720

DRUM & BUGLE CORPS
COME TO THE LEGION HOMS ON ANY
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, 7J0 P. M.

H You Art 14 Ytan of Aft or OMor
Wt WUI Be Glad Te Hove Too.
EXPERIENCE 10 NOT NECESSARY

9MI
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MISS ADONNA MAT BURCH BECOMES MISS PATRICIA ANN BISBEE MARRIED CROWELL-LORD NUPTIALS SUNDAY
XT LITTLEFIELD MEMORIAL CHURCH
TO EARL SHERWOOD WHITNEY
BRIDE OF JOHN THOMPSON Hi

Social Matters

■■um

IN LOVELY SERVICE

Mrs. Ida Biadstrcet ia a patient
The monthly meeting of the Alaf Knox Hospital.
. bert H. Newbert Association will
--------be held Friday evening at the Ma-

The Ladies Aid of the Little- sonic Temple with Mrs. Maude
field Memorial Church will meet Blodgett. Mrs. Mildred Achorn,
with Mrs. Rexford Anderson, Wed Mrs. Golden Munro and Mrs. Ivy
Chatto as housekeepers. Members
nesday at 7 p. m.
ere reminded of the dish towel
lower for the Temple kitchen.
Mrs. Earle Knapp and daughter

0
r

Susan of Farmineton spent the
Charles E. Gregory of Glen
past week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles McMahon. Stan Cove, well known in Grange and
ley Lane. They were joined on Sa fraternal circles and a former su
perintendent of the street railway,
turday by Mr. Knapp and all Re
a ill at his home but improving
turned home on Sunday. '
at this writing.

The Daughters of St. Bernards
The Rockland Hearing Society %
will meet tonight (Tuesday) at
will meet Thursday afternoon a
7 30 in the parish hall.
, 2.30 with Mrs. Freeman F. Brown.
Maurice Duncan, who has been 5 Beech Street.
i
---------a surgical patient at Knox Hospi
I The Opportunity Class of the
tal. has returned to his home on
, First Baptist Church will meet
Broadway.
j Thursday evening at the home ol
Miss Ruth Emery, Miss Louise Mrs. Bernice Leach, 52 Masonic
Veazie, Miss Ellie Lou Leighton. Street.
Miss Georgia Stevens, Mrs. Carl
Carlson, Mrs. Thomas Watkinson,
Mrs.
James
Economy.
Mrs.
Charles Duff, Mrs. Lincoln Mc
Rae, Jr., and Mrs. Douglas Mc
Mahon of Rockland, Mrs. Robert
of Tewksbury, Mass.
She was

Due to a change in plans the
Beaverettes, auxiliary to the Knox
County Fish and Game Associa
tion, will meet Tuesday night with
Mrs. Sebastiano Liuzza, 28 Front
Street, instead of Mrs. Walter
Mrs. Earl Knapp of Farmington Barstow as previously announced.
enjoyed supper at Paul's Friday
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper. Sr., of
night. Later they adjourned to the
South Thomaston is a surgical pa
home of Mrs. Douglas McMahon
tient at the Knox County General
where Mrs. Earl Knapp was given
Hospital.
a surprise stork shower.
Bridge
was enjoyed followed by late
Mrs. Retta Cole has returned
lunch.
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham home from Nantasket Beach, Mass,
Jr., of Rockport was invited but where she spent the winter with
unable to attend.
her sister, Mrs. C. W. Orcutt.

1
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Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson III (Miss Adonna May Burch)

Miss Adonna May Burch, daugh- red roses. Mrs. Alton Hall was in
!? r of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burch charge of the guest book. Scrvof Spruce Head and John Thompson III, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Thompson II, of Friendship were
united in marriage in a charming
ceremony at the home of the

ing were Mrs. Harold Simmoqs.
Mrs. David Post, Mrs. Gordon Simmons. Miss Cynthia Ames, Mrs.
Walter Drinkwater. Jr.. Mrs. Elmer Barnes and Mrs. Raymond

Mv

Cpl. and Mrs. Glenville Millard Crowell (Miss Shirlene Mary Lord)

•r

Pnoto by Uzzell
bride’s parents Sunday afternoon ‘ Ames.
Mrs. Earl Sherwood Whitney (Miss Patricia Ann Bisbee)
at 2 o’clock.
Rev. Alfred J. WilTlie couple left by automobile
«
son performed the double ring cere for a wedding trip of unannounced
Miss Patricia Ann Bisbee, daugh- Mrs. Eimer Perkins. Waterville.
mony.
destination. The bride chose for ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Douglas Mrs- Claude Athearn and daughter
The bride wore a blue suit with traveling a gray suit with red ac D. .
.
* i Aloha. South Portland. Mr. and
Bisbee. Jr.. 16 Jefferson street,
red accessories and corsage of yel cessories.
On their retifrn they
I Mrs. Arthur Hunt and children
son .
..
. ..
a
u ,
low roses. They werc attended by will make their home on Spruce and Earl Sherwood Whitney,
*
Anette and Howard. Mrs. Helen
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Whit- Hunt. Mrs Annie E
Mank and
Miss Thelma Simmons and Nor Head Island.
The F E W. Class of the First
The bride attended the South ney. Sharon. Mass., were marr*» 1 j Mr. and Mrs. Stan Vokes of CamThe monthly meeting of the man Ames, both of Spruce Head.
Baptist Church will meet Thursday Women's Society of Christian Ser Miss Simmons wore a blue dress Thomaston schools and graduated Saturday afternoon at 3 o clock in | ^enevening at the home of Mrs. Bar vice of the Pratt Memorial Metho with navy accessories and cor-* from Rockland High School in the
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist i
bara Ellis. Old Countv Road for a dist Church, will be held Wednes sage of red roses.
class of 1952. She is employed at
work meeting.
A reception was held immedi-! Sim's Lobster Co.. Inc., Spruce
day evening following the Family
was performed by Rev James Da
Night supper. The supper commit ately following the ceremony. The 1 Head.
gino.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jones had
bridal
party
was
assisted
in
re-1
Thbridegroom
attended
the
tee is as follows: Kate Greenleaf.
Baskets of white gladioli and
as guest for the past week their
Dora Mank, Leona Whitehill. Lina ceiving by the parents of the bride! Friendship schools and Waldoboro j ctandelal>ra were used effectively
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Robert Jones
and
bridegroom.
The
mothers
High
School.
He
is
employed
at
J
in
decorating the church and
Mountfort,
Ivy
Chatto,
Annie
of Tewskbury, Mass.
She was
Eaton. Mae Gregory, Norma Sim of thc bride and bridegroom wore Sim’s Lobster Co.. Inc., in Friend-1
an attractive setting for the
joined on Friday by her husband
mons, Barbara Fowler, Kathleen navy blue dresses with corsages of ship.
ceremony. Mrs. William Dorman
and they returned home to Tewks
Harriman. Eleanor Newbert and
5^*
played the traditionl marches and
bury on Sunday.
Fannie Dow.
Emily Stewart, Mrs. Annie Col
Lawrence Smith, soloist, accom
Pvt. Richard Senter who hus
panied by Mrs. Arlene Wood, sang
In attendance at thc two-day lamore, Capt. John A. Stevens !
|
been stationed at Fort Dix. N. J.,
Because”
and “I Love
You
weekend New England Get-To and George W. Gay.
A brief |
spent several days last week with
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Truly.’’
gether
of
Universalist
young ceremony was presented by Mrs. *
Correspondent
his sister. Mrs. Deane Deshon. On
The bride, who was given in
people at the Norway Church were Mildred Achorn, worthy matron;
Telephone 2197
Sunday he left for Chapel Hill
marriage by her father wore a
Marion Talbot, Judith Childs and
Mrs. Vivian Vinal, associate ma
N. C., to visit his parents, Mr. and
gown of imported Chantilly lace
Carol Stratton.
tron; Mrs. Virginia Knight, con
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter. Jr. On the
Miss Frances Dailey and Miss over bridal satin fashioned with
ductress;
Miss
Naomi
Rackliff,
completion of a 15 day furlough
Gertrude Heal spent the weekend long sleeves and bodice with Em
associate conductress; Mrs. Lil
he will report to Camp Kilmer,
in Boston where they attended the pire waist line and a waltz time
N. J., for an overseas assignment.
lian McCurdy, Adah: Mrs. Mar Ice Follies.
circular skirt with fold of nylon
guerite
Johnson,
Ruth;
Mis.
Mrs. Gertrude Fogg is a patient • <*t. Her finger tip veil of illusion
Capt. Herbert Hicks, formerly
Ethel Perry. Esther; Mrs. Norina
at the Camden Community Hos was attached to a Chantilly lace
of Eastport, has bought the Mrs.
Philbrook. Martha; Mrs. Eliza
scalloped cap trimmed With sepital.
Maurice Gregory house at Glen
Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. met beth Davis, Electa.
Cove. He is employed by Holmes
The Camden Community Hospi -iniv.s and edged with tulle ruching.
Friday evening at the Masonic
Preceding the meeting supper
She carried a colonial bouquet of
Packing Co., as captain of the sar
Tempie, at which time the de was served under the direction of tal Club will hold its next meeting
\hite hyacinths, red roses and
dine carrier Mary Ann.
Thursday.
March
4.
at
the
Green
grees of the order were conferred Mrs. Ivy Chatto.
white snapdragons.
Gables
Inn.
Mrs.
Emily
Jagels
upon Mr. and Mrs. Albert FerThe next meeting .March 12. will ,
The Odds and Ends of the Con
Miss
Jeanette
Marie
Bisbee
will be the hostess.
gregational Chureh will meet at rier. Mr. and Mrs. John Billing- be the annual meeting, at which
.vived as her sister’s maid of hoMembers
of
the
Chadavae
Club
7.30
on
March
4
to
work ton and Mrs. Elizabeth Guay with time the yearly reports will be ;
nc
She wore a gown of lace and j
will meet at the church parlor at
on May Baskets and first aid. The James Roach as guest candidate. given and election of officers held. I
n< t fashioned with cap sleeves;
7 p. m., Wednesday evening. They
Memorial resolutions werc pre
hostesses will be Mrs* Raychel
scoop neckline, lace bodice and a
Lots of men get into jail by mis- will attend the Ash Wednesday bduffani white net waltz length
Hill, Mrs. Nancy Lamb arid Mrs. sented by Leroy A. Chatto, com
Mrs. Gladys S. Romeyn
service at the Methodist Church
mittee on resolutions, for Mrs. take—their own mistake.
Sally Haskell.
skirt over nymph green taffeta.
Following the service they will re
Mrs. Gladys Starrett Romeyn of
Sh > wore a nymph green taffeta
turn to the church for their regu
Victorian fdyle bonnet with pleat Melrose, Mass., nationally known
lar meeting.
The hostesses for
'd net overlay. She carried a co lecturer, and author, will give the
the evening will be Miss Pearl
lonial bouquet of bronze carna
World Day of Prayer address Fri
Walden. Miss Ruth Drysdale, Mis
tions and talisman roses.
Hazel Peabody and Mrs. Allene
day night at the Baptist Church
Robert Martin was best man and
] Newcomb.
Both the Second
in the usher group were Richard. in Warren.
The World Day of Prayer of Ralph and Philip Whitney, bro
Congregational
and
Baptist
Prayer of United Church Women thels of thc bridegroom, and Jo
Churches will unite in the special
wil be observed Friday. March 5. seph Knopaka.
observance, with
the combined
at 2 o'clock at the Chestnut Street
At the reception which followed choirs of thc two, heard in spe
Baptist Church. All churches are in the chureh vestry, the bridal
cial music.
ROEBUCK AND CO
Interested in a position with the new Sears
invited to join in this service of party was assisted in receiving by
Taking part will be the follow
prayer and felowship.
store soon to open in Rockland? We are now
the parents of the bride and bride ing, Mrs. Waino Lehto, the call
The members of the Good Cheei groom. The bride’s mother wore
building up our staff in order to give the
to worship; Mrs. Donald Math
Class will meet Wednesday eve a Navy blue dress with Winter
people of Rockland the best retail service
ews the responsive reading; Mrs.
ning at 8.15 after the Ash Wed white accessories and corsage of
Richard Butler, the Communion
possible. There are a number of positions
nesday Vesper Service at the yellow carnations and roses. The
prayer, and Mrs. Fred Perkins
to be filled—and we want to fill them with
church.
All present and former bridegroom's mother wore a light
Jr., thc Scripture reading, Luke
local people ... in fact, applicants from
members of Good Cheer are urged rose dress with matching acces
11:1 through 13.
to attend. Hostesses will be Mrs. sories and corsage of white roses.
Rockland and the surrounding communities
Mrs. Maurice Lermond. vocal
Soon you will be able to see and buy the
Harry Tounge, Jr., Mrs. Millett
Baskets of gladioli and ferns
will get preferred consideration.
soloist, will sing “Prayer” by
many high-in-quality, low-in-price items in
Perkins, Mrs.
Paul
Millington. were used to decorate the vestry.
Guion. Mrs. Leroy Norwood, and
Mrs.. Donald Hawkins and Mrs.
Miss Shirley Steele circulated
Sears Representatives will be glad to talk to the new store. Watch for further details.
Roger Teague will present a vocal
Daisy Bennett.
the guest book and Miss Sylvia
any of you who are interested and are
duet.
’fhe Fellowship Supper and regu Davis was in charge of the gifts.
capable of filling the available jobs, both full
lar monthly business meeting of Serving werc Mrs. Carol Berry,
time or part-time. Here are a few of the
the Chestnut Street Baptist Church Miss Carol Kent, Mrs. Robert An

Mrs. Romeyn World
Day Of Prayer

Speaker At Warren

CAMDEN

Memorial Services

Of Golden Rod OES
Held Friday Night

r.

HELP
WANTED

SEARS

STORE OPENS SOON!

100,000 CATALOG ITEMS

positions to be filled. Salesmen for furniture,
floor covering, electrical appliance, radio,
TV, plumbing, and building materials depts.
Salespeople in many other depts. Display
and office help. Repair and service men.
Those selected will be given Sears thorough
training course-and at full pay. They will
immediately be eligible to participate in the
famous employee benefits and adavntages of
working for a permanent, well established
organization.

In addition to the items in the store, will
continue to be available through the
Catalog Sales Department in the new
Sears Store.

will be held Thursday evening
March 4. Supper will be served at
6.15.

Dean Mayhow, son ot Capt. and
Mrs. Raymond Mayhew of Milford
Conn., who has been spending a

SERVICE STATION

vacation with relatives and friends
returned home Saturday.

Our new service station is equipped to
offer Sears customers free installation on
oil, batteries, seat covers, tires, ond other
automotive accessories.

The minority are these who try
to sink the ship just because thc
majority refused to ateer as thej
suggested.

FROM 10.00 12.00, 2.004.00 AND 7.00-0.00 P. M

The bridegroom graduated from
Sharon. Mass.. High School in ’

FREE PARKING ...

1947 and attended Brown Uni ver-,

j Corner Gift Shop J
fttawtaednpout

MAIN STREET

SEARS

mnuy fact'

and Tea Room |
.

AT WILE VS (ORNER

i

8L Grorirr. Maine

'

Will Open Memorial Oay

ROCKLAND

bride traveled in a tan suit with,
lark brown accessories and light
pink topper. She wore a corsage ’
of baby broum orchids.
The bride graduated from Rock
land High School in 1952 and is
• mploycd by thc New England

1'nder thr Same Management
FAITH E. BROWN

3ity.

Whitney
Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Roche, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Poblemz of Sharon Mass., Mr. and
Mrs.
Walter Sawyer, Portland.

Mrs. Joseph Belyea, Mrs Harry
j Chase. Miss Helen Pinkerton, Miss
Marguerite Belyea. Miss June Demuth. Miss Janet Cummings, and
I Miss Alfreda Perry. Misses Mary
j Joan
Glendenning
and
Jackie
1 Grispi dipped punch.
The couple left by automobile
for a week’s wedding trip to West

white posts on either side attached
by white satin ribbon

Virginia. The bride chose for traveling a light blue ensemble with
Mrs. William Dorman played, matching accessories and corsage
he traditional wedding marches. • of white gardenias. On their re
Miss Barbara Young sang “I Love turn they will make their home
You Truly” and “Because” and with the bride's parents at 25 Lin
William Mitchell ol Somerville, j den stfeet.
The bride graduated from Rock
Mass., accompanied by Mrs. Glen-

ice Farmer of Rockville sang “The | land High School in 1953 and is
employed at the First National
Lord’s Prayer.”
The bride, given in mrriage by Bank of Rockland.
The bridegroom graduated from
her father, wore a gown of white
satin and Chantilly lace entrain. Martinsburg (W Va.» High School
Her fingertip veil fell from a cap in 1949 and is a Cpl. in the U. S.
fashioned with rhinestones and , Airforce stationed st Limestone

pearls. She carried a shower bou- A
pact of white carnations and gardenias.
Mrs.

Base,
town guests were Mr. and
Richard N. Ames and son

Miss Diane Merrill served as I
Bangor. Miss Mabel Seamaid of honor. She wore a ba lie vey. Brewer. William Mitchell,
Mass..
Ronald
G.
;ina length gown of teen net and ! Somerville.
hifTon and carried an arm bou- Lord. Jr., Boston, Mr. and Mrs.

uet of pink carnations
headband to match.
Miss Jeanne Merrill
Mice Lord, cousin of
served as bridesmaids.

Henry K. Allen, Tenant's Harbor.
Miss Elaine K. Allen and Harry
and Miss Stuart, Portland, Mr. and Mrs. P.
Demmons. Thomaston, and
the bride, E.
Miss Mer- Richard Giles of Boston.
and wore

ill wore an aqua net and chiffon

own and carried an arm bouquet

Mrs. Mank Feted

)f bronze carnations and
natchins; headband.
Miss

On 85th Birthday

vore

pink

net and

chiffon

wore
Lord

gown

nd carried an arm bouquet of
blue carnations and wore a mate ti
ng headband.
Gloria Lord, wearing a pale blue
affeta gown made colonial style
vith matching hat of blue petals

Mrs. Annie Mank celebrated her
85th birthday Thursday afternoon

with a party at her home on Wads
worth street.

Refreshments of ice cream and
cake were served and Mr$. Mank
received many nice gifts and a
with rose velvet ribbons, served as
large number of cards.
flower girl. She carried a crochetBirthday cakes were made by
d basket filled with petals.
Mrs. Dorothy Jamison and Mrs.
Ronald G. Lord, Jr., of Rock
Edith Sevon.
land and Boston, brother of the
Those attending were Mr. and
>ride. served as best man, and the
Mrs. Albert Mank of Rockland.
ishers were Harold Cummings.
Mis Sadie Maloney of Pleasant
Russell Wixson, Clayton Dorr and
Point, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sevon
David Deshon.
and children. Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Immediately following the cere
Jameson and JoAnne. Mr. and
mony. a reception was held in the
Mrs. Bion Whitney, and Mrs. Jen
vestry. Decorations were white
nie Sevon.
gladioli,
carnations,
ferns and

white candles. The decorations
were the handiwork of Mrs. Shernan H. Lord.

SIMONTON CORNER

All those interested in taking
Red Cross Home Nursing
The bridal party was assisted in the
receiving by the parents of thc Course, with Mrs. Ada Ames
bride. The bride’s mother wore a State Public Health Nurse, as In
please call the Red
Vavy taffeta gown with corsage of structor,

Cross Office. Rockland 1340.
Miss Margaret Dorman was in sign up for classes.—adv.

>ink roses and carnations.

to

YOU CAN LEARN

Reservations

PHONE 563-R
ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
75-T-tfJ

SHORTHAND
Between Now and the End of This School Year, and

’

CLAYT BITLER

Wants to See YOU About

good/^ear
TIRES

He is employed by the Cen-j

tral Maine Power Co
Out of town guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Harvard Whitney. Mrs. Rus
sell Sha
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Ralph
Whitney
Mr. and Mrs
Mr
Whitney
Philip
and Mrs

Lord, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald G. Lord, 25 Linden street,
became the bride of Cpl. Glenville
Millard Crowell, son of Mrs. Vina
Crowell of Martinsburg, W. Va..
Rev. James W. Dagino performing
thc double ring ceremony.
The
altar was decorated with baskets
of white gladioli and ferns with

Plane and Hotel

and on their return will be at home ,
at Pascal avenue, Rockport. The

Telephone and Telegraph Co.

THE PERSONNEL OFFICE WILL BE OPEN
WEDNESDAY. MARCH S

nis. Mrs. Helen Weaver and Mrs.
Joan LeGage.
The couple left for a wedding
trip of unannounced destination. |

The Littlefield Memorial Baptist charge of the guest book and Miss
Church was the scene of a charm- Birbara Brackett the gift table.
ng wedding Sunday afternoon at
Serving were
Mrs. Clarence
3 o’clock when Miss Shirlene Mary Dorman,
Mrs. Carroll
Wixson,

Have a Dictation Speed of 80 to 100 WPM
NEW CLASS NOW FORMING FOR THE DAT SCHOOI
This will be a 3-hour rla»» daily (except 8at.) with (hr hovrx
from R to 11 A. M. nr from 2 to 5 P. M. ax beat xvltx the cowvrpienre of students — a one fee course that »llm additional
shorthand training, without charge, in this or any O'her
Speedwriting School in the Vnited States. Get details—ash
for free sample lessons.

TYPING OPTIONAL

•

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order nt
THE COURtER-GAZETTE

General Catalog of Career Courses—On Request

ROCKLAND SCHOOL of COMMERCE
TEL. 1«S

241 MAO*

snm

M»RoM
Edwin Libby Relief

Corps Honored

ALBERT NORWOOD, CYNTHIA DELANO "Get Tough" It
WARREN SNOW CARNIVAL ROYALTY Wrong Delinquent

Washington

Approach

Edwin Libby Relief Corps met in
G.A.R. Hall, Thursday evening tf
dispose of the regular business and
to enjoy extra attractions, fur
nished by Evelyn St. Clair, patri
otic instructor.
The program was composed of
int re.ting readings mostly com
memorating the birthday of George
Washington.
Mrs. Riah Knight
told of the humor of the first presi
dent, although h’s pictures ar'’
stern and severe. Elizabeth Vinal
and Maude Winchenbach provided
a di ilogue entitled “She has al
ways been your Sweetheart.’
Mae Cross read several joke
stories Mrs. Ada Simpson was
heard in piano selections and wa:
greatly enjoyed. She accompan
ied the surprise number furnished
by Evelyn St. Clair, Betty Vinal.
Maude Winchenbach and Eliza
Plummer, entitled “Long. Long
Ago.’’
Ruth Thompson gave a reading
“The Village Blacksmith” and
Marguerite Grindle read an edi
torial “Two Great Immortals. ’
Mrs. Plummer. “Little Known
Facts About George Washington's
Youth” and “Mt. Vernon Bells;”
Catherine Libby, a reading ‘ In
tentions” and Mrs. St. Clair “A
Closing Thought.” • Mrs. Mabel
Richardson told some of her
“really true” stories.
In the absence of the president
Mrs. Mae Cross presided and
made these appointments: Vice
President, Mildred Condon and
Secretary, Riah Knight.
The
opening prayer was given by Mr.
Libby.
Mrs. Theodosia Foste
was initiated into membership
and was installed in the office of
treasurer, an office made vacant
by the resignation of Mrs. Millie
Thomas. The faithful service of
Mrs. Thomas, together with her
efficient leadership has long been
recognized by the Corps and a
rising vote of thanks was accorded
her. Her remarks introduced a
note of sadness, but she quickly
assured the assembly that “when
ever able she would be present and
always willing to be of service.”
The supper report was pleasing
and another of the G.A.R. repasts
will be served by the Corps on
March 6.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps now
has a membership of 98 and is the
largest Corps in the State Corps.
Many of the members are unable
to attend the meetings, but an in
terest is always manifest in their
welfare and ward committees are
appointed to visit w’herever illness
or other troubles occur among the
members.
Mrs. St. Clair introduced the
“Mystery March” with the pro
ceeds to support another feature,
with Mrs. Vinal. chairman. This
embraces after meeting soci
ability.
The G.A.R. hall was used last
Friday afternoon for a game party,
sponsored by the Civil War Memo
rial Association. All proceeds are
used for maintenance of the Me
morial Hall. Mrs. Eliza Plummer
who acts as chairman has a staff
of willing workers. Her assist
ants were, Mrs. Jennie Pietroski
Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. Mildred
Sprague, Mrs. Mabel Richardson,
Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal. Mrs Maude
Winchenbach and Mrs. Theodosia
Foster.
Those public parties are open to
all and a pleasant afternoon is al
ways in store for patrons.

With the announcement just
made by the U. S. Deputy Attorney
General that America is on its way
toward a record high of a million
juvenile delinquents for the cur
rent year, the publication today of
They Went Wrong - by the distinuished writer and crime reporter
Troswell Bowen appears to be very
well timed.
#
Bowen vigorously disagrees with
current let’s-get-tough-with-juvenile
delinquents campain being carried
on by many publications and on the
air. "Getting tough with juvenile
delinquents campaign being carried
intensifies the problem. It is a
tragic retrogression from
the
strides already made by psychia
trists and social workers in studying
the deep-seated origins of delin
quency in children." After 25 years
of observing delinquents
and
criminals. Bowen has come to
the conclusion that we
can
come to the conclusion that we can
help prevent many children from
becoming delinquents by healing the
divorce wound in our society, get
ting people to curb their rejection of
anti-social persons whom they know,
and maintaining a sympathetic
rather than a hostile attitude to
the problem as a whole. “It goes
without saying," Bowen says, "that
making available more and more
funds for skilled psychiatrists and
social workers is of the utmost im
portance. as is raising the stand
ards of the personnel working in
the field.”
Although Bowen does not edito
rialize in the case histories in his
book, the very results of his inten
sive research imply that it is pos
sible to predict the future juvenile
delinquent at a young age. This
has been scientifically demonstra
ted very' recently by the survey

Maine's Auto
Death Rate

Is Not Good
Maine’s motor vehicle mileage
death rate for 1953 was 5.3. accord
ing to figures recently released by
the National Safety Council. The
mileage death rate is the number of
deaths per 100.000.000 vehicle miles
of travel. The 5.3 figure placed
Maine in a tie with Vermont for
eighth place in the nation.
Although this figure may com
pare favorably with the national
mileage death rate of 7.0. it is high
er than the Maine rates for the
previous two years. In 1952 we es
tablished a mark of 4.5. and the
1951 record was 5.0 Our State Po
lice point out that this 1953 rise is
a definite reversal of a steady
downward trend since 1948, a re
versal which can be accounted for
by the increase in the number of
single car fatal accidents.
They
remind us that such accidents are
almost always the result of uncontrolled speed on the highway.
smile is always a good refert and introduction.

1954 RED CROSS CAMPAIGN

Tondoy-Thonday-SaturdiiR

Rockland Courier Coiette, Tuesday, March 2, 1954

King Albert and Queen Cynthia of
Bail a moment after

rnowj Uj
the Warren High Snow C arnival
they were crowned,

Albert Norwood, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Norwood, and Cynthia
Delano, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. .
Walter Delano. were crowned i
king and queen of the Snow Car
nival Ball, held at Glover Hall, '
Saturday night.
The two are
members of the sophomore class !
t Warren High School.
Selection of their highnesses ,
Irom eight candidates, was made '
by ballots attached to admission
tickets to the Parent-Teacher
Association sponsored ball. The
remaining six. including Albert
Overlock. Carl Wood,. Marjorie
Cousins. Inza Peabody, Joan
Mathews, and Leroy Cousins, act
ed as attendants to the royalty.
In forest green velvet robes,
trimmed with ermine, the regal
pair was escorted to the thrones

for crowning, by Dana H. Smith,
Jr., president of the Warren PTA.
The scrolls and scepters were
presented them by Mrs. Leland
Overlook, secretary of the P.T.A.
who also gave Colonial bouquets
to the queen and her ladies in
waiting.
A floor show, of which Alfred
Va. Hie
was master of ceremo
nies, included the appearance of
two court jesters. Everett Waters,
and Charles Penney, as well as
vocal soloists, William Podkowa,
and Roger Teague, and the male
quartet, William Podkowa, Roger
Teague,
Henry Laukka,
and
Harry Stied. Mrs. B. J. Pellicani, was accompanist for the
evening.
Proceeds from the ball will be
given over to the senior class trip.

Flower Show Will

Self-Employed Per

Be Held March

sons Liable Under

14-20 In Boston

Social Security

Since the first of last year, over
This year’s New England Spring
Flower Show to bt held March 14
0 self-employed indlvidxials and
through 20 at Mechanics Building, heir dependents or survivors have
Boston, commemorates the 125th
filed applications for Old-Age and
Anniversary of the Massachusetts
Survivors Insurance benefits at the
Horticultural Society.
Augusta Social Security office,
Grand Hall will provide the set
George M. Field, Manager, said to
ting for a replica of the first build
day. During the same period there
ing used by the Society together
: were about 2800 applications re
with a bandstand where musicians
ceived based upon wage earner ac
will give concerts at'intervals durcounts. The Augusta office ser
ng the week. An old-time flower
vices Kennebec, Somerset, Knox,
market and a series of box-bordered
and Lincoln counties. Individual
gardens will also be featured. To
payments range from a minimum
round out the atmosphere of a cen
of $25 to a maximum of $85 per
tury ago, a section of the Boston
month. Total benefits to a family
waterfront including a fisherman’s
group may be as high as $168.75
cottage and garden will complete
per month. The benefit rate for
this floral panorama.
the self-employed is based upon
Several outstanding educational
the average mon'hly self-employ
exhibits are planned for this year’s
ment income which the insured
show. The University of Massachu
self-employed individual received
setts will concentrate on roses for
after 1950. Persons already 65 or
the home garden at their booth
who reach the age of 65 die
which will be staffed by experts pre
before July 1, 1954. need only
pared to give home owners advice
two years of coverage to be in
on garden problems. Because of
sured.
the revival of interest in tropical
Field stated that some self-em
plants, there will be large displays
ployed persons have the impres
of African violets, gloxinias calasion that payment of the Social
diums and dozens of kinds of foliage
Security tax by the self-employed
plants for indoor decoration. Bon
and the resulting coverage of
sai, the curious Oriental art of
dwarfing trees, is ths year's con- them under the Old-Age and Sur■ vivors Insurance program, is a
trbution of the Arnold Arboretum
to the Anniversary show A pic voluntary matter. This is not true
because the law covers the selfturesque New England hillside com
employed on a compulsory basis
plete with a camping site will be
if net annual income from a trade
staged by the Department of Nat
ural Resources. In observing its or business is $400, and is not from
one of the excluded professions, or
125th Anniversary, the Massachu
from agriculture.
setts Horticultural Society will tell
Self-employed people file their
its story of service to gardeners in
Social Security tax reports with
a dramatic fashion with the use
the Internals Revenue office as a
of visual displays.
"Cterden Patterns of Two Cen part of their income tax filing
task. Field cautioned, however,
turies" is the theme for the series
that a person who may not be re
of gardens designed by Mrs. Irving
quired to file an income tax return
C. Wright for the Women's Exhi
must nonetheless, file a self-embitions Committee of which Mrs
ployement Social Security tax re
Stephen Wheatland is Chairman.
port if his annual net income
Five enclosed gardens and two ter
i amounts to $400 or more.
races will feature treillage in the
I Field said that there are lndicamanner of Sir Humphrey Repton,
t ons that some self-employed pernoted English landscape architect
ons have not yet filed required
of the early 19th century. Present
Social Security tax reports for 1951
day trenrs will be dipicted with a
I and 1952 with the Internal Revenue
series of spring gardens featuring
office. Failure to file required re
cinder block walls and flowering
turns results in additional cost to
trees. The main garden in this
the taxpayer, and a delay in pay
section will be staged by the Isabella
ing retirement or survivors beiueStewart Gardner Museum.
fits. The return for the taxable
I
year ending December 31. 1953
GLEN COVE
must be filed on Or before March
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black, in 15. 1954.
company with their son Lester,
A bulletin entitled "Helpful
and wife Alma, of Friendship, at Guides on Reporting Your Selftended the funeral of Mrs. Herbert employment Tax” is available free
Black’s Aunt, Mrs. Ada Berry last at all Social Security and Inter
Sunday in Litchfield.
nal Revenue offices or a copy may
Mrs. Merton Taylor entertained be obtained by writing to Social
the Jolly Five Wednesday. They Security Administration, Augusta,
enjoyed T. V. A delicious lunch, Maine.
was served.
Albert MacPhail of Rockland
Being a conservative Isn't a state
was a caller of C. E. Gregory, of mind—it is the feathered con
dition at the nest.
Thursday.

ocmducted by the Youth Board and
the Public Schools of New York
State.
Bowen has six probing oersonallty
studies in his book, some of which
he gathered research for over a
period of two years. In all of these
he found long histories of disturbed
family situations, aggressions and
hostilities, and generally neurotic
symptoms.
One
case.
Robert
3rown's "Flight into Custody.” is
already being used by three leading
American universities in their ad
vance psychology courses as an ex
ample of the development of the
criminal mind. Another case his
tory in his book shows in detail the
suctesful rehabilitation of a juve
nile delinquent who committed a
murder 23 years ago and spent 19
years in Sing Sing. Tcday that ma
is a successful commercial artis’
a id a well integrated member of
cur society.
•

Cancer Crusaders Hear Noted Pathologist

riiuio uy narae
Local chairmen for Knox County’s Cancer Crusade met at dinner at the Knox Hotel, Thomaston,
Monday evening, with Mrs. Marian Bergamini, county chairman, presiding. Representatives from all com
munities within fhe county were present, made plans for the campaign and listened to a most interesting
talk by I)r. Irving Goodof of Waterville, state pathologist, director of the Tumor Clinic at Thayer Hospital,
aai'Tville, and a director of the Maine Cancer Society. The subject of his address was “Cancer, What It
Is and How It Can Be Controlled.” In the picture above appear Mrs. Bergamini, Dr. Goodof, and Mrs.
William Sherwood Cook, of Tenant's Harbor, deputy chairman for Knox County Crusade.

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261
Mrs. Kay Fredericks of Sheepscot was in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kimmich and
sons of Tenafly. N. J., are in town
'•ailed by the death of her father.
Mrs. Ida C. Stahl entertained at
a birthday party Sunday. The
uucsts were Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Parsons. Billy and Nancy of New
castle. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Po
land. Waldoboro.
The Wojlds Day of Prayer will
be observed at the First Baptist
Church Friday afternoon at 2.30.
Mrs. Helen Perry will be the read«»r and Mrs. Dorothy Miller, solo’st. The church will be host to the
Methodist Church and
North
' Noblehoro Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Moody, Mr.
and Mrs. George Luce, Jr., and
' Bruce Jones attended the Ice Fol-

Marion Creamer; town clerks,
The American Legion and Auxi- William Brooks, Jr.; fire wards,
iary will meet March 3 at the Le Hollis Pitcher, Everett Bagley,
gion Hall. Plans will be made at Frank Salmi, Byron Witham, Aus
*his time for the serving of the tin Miller, Jr.
Vacancies, Mrs.
nipper for Gentlemen Night for Alice Hanrahan,
Rue Eugley,
‘he Waldoboro Women’s Club Mrs. Clarence Creamer.
Dorothy Swansburg
and Mrs.
Frances Creamer will be the sup
NORTH WALDOBORO
per committee.
Joan Robinson and Betty LesThe WSCS met March 1 with
sayel of the Teachers College,
Mrs. Henry K. Crowell. Main
Gorham, spent Friday night with
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Robinson.
A Democratic Caucus was held
Feb. 26 at the high school build Miss Joan Robinson went to Bos
'ng.
The following candidates ton Saturday to attend the Ice
vere nominated to be voted on at Follies.
the annual town meeting to be j Floris Miller and Eugene Pea
held March 8: Selectmen, Alton body of Warren were supper
Winchenbaugh, Fred Burns, Glen guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
wood Creamer; school board, Mrs. Levi Robinson.
ies in Boston Wednesday.

J. V. Ghighi has returned from
the Maine General Hospital, Port
land, where he was a patient.
Mrs. Adelphine Ghighi of Quin
cy, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Marshall of Braintree, Mass., were
weekend guests of Mr and Mrs.
John Victor Ghighi.
Miss Jean Avantaggio of New
York City, Miss Jane Sisto and
Miss Ella Sisto of Boston spent
the holiday weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Avantaggio.
Lyndon Lawson of Barre, Mass.,
was a Thursday night guest of Mr.
and Mrs. John Dawson, Jr.
Pvt. Robert Lawson returned
Friday to Lawton, Okla.
To keep on the up-grade a man
must stay on the level.

r

Mainline Ranch

IVcHjon—The Moinline olio

includes a Tudor Sedan, Fordor Sedan and Business Coupe.

The

choice For
With 28 new models .

S4 !

2 new deep-block engines.

all the optional power assists* of costliest cars
the 1954 Ford is fast becoming America's favorite.
ft’s u icle choice that helps make Ford the hig choice for 1954!
Whichever of Ford’s 14 body styles you choose, you get the crisp
clean lines of the recognized style-leader. And whichever of Ford’s
new engines you choose—the brilliant 130-h.p. Y-block V-8 or the

flashing 115-h.p. I-hl<M.k Six—you get thrilling “GO” with satisfying

economy. What’s more, with new Ball-Joint Suspension—exclusive
to Ford in its field—you enjoy handling and riding ease that’s literally
a new experience. And with a choice of all the worthwhile power

assists .. . power steering, power brakes, power windows all around,
4-way power seat and versatile Fordomatie Drive . . . you can have

your Ford as automatic as you want it. Why not make Ford sour
choice, too? Whatever your taste and requirements, there’s a Ford
Crestline Skylmer—Th.

Crestline alio

that’s exactly your kind of car.

feature! the Sunliner, Victoria, Fordor Sedan

9 at extra cost

and Country Squire.

i Tudor Sedan, Club Coupe, Ranch Wagon and Country Sedan.

We cordially invite you to Test Drive

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
- r-WT TW—, ■■■■ ■ ■ ■

——

' America’8 “Worth More" Car

bite 1, Tbe»«to.
—4

